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Pervasive computing provides an attractive vision for the future of computing. Computational power will be available everywhere. Mobile and stationary devices will dynamically connect and coordinate to seamlessly help people in accomplishing their tasks. For this vision to become a reality, developers must build applications that constantly adapt to a highly dynamic computing environment. However, existing distributed systems technologies are ill-suited for building adaptable applications. To make the developers’ task feasible, we introduce a system architecture for pervasive computing, called one.world. Our architecture provides an integrated and comprehensive framework for building pervasive applications. It includes services, such as service discovery and migration, that help to build applications and directly simplify the task of coping with constant change. We describe the design and implementation of our architecture and reflect on our own and others’ experiences with using it.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Pervasive, or ubiquitous, computing [113] has the potential to radically transform the way people interact with computers. The key idea behind pervasive computing is to deploy a wide variety of computing devices throughout our living and working spaces. These devices coordinate with each other and network services [27], with the goal of providing people with universal access to their information and seamlessly assisting them in completing their tasks. Pervasive computing thus marks a major shift in focus, away from the actual computing technology and towards people and their needs. So, instead of manually managing their computing environment by, for example, copying files between devices or converting between data formats, users “simply” access their applications and their data whenever and wherever they need.

With its vision of ubiquitous information access, pervasive computing significantly impacts computing devices and their deployment. In addition to conventional desktop and server computers, pervasive computing environments encompass many different devices of various sizes and capabilities, including PDA cell phones, video game consoles, and robotic dogs (see Figure 1.1). We can reasonably expect the variety of devices to further increase over time. Furthermore, in addition to well-administered and -controlled computing laboratories and server rooms with racks of computers, computing devices are now everywhere, often embedded in places not typically associated with computing, such as living rooms or biology laboratories.

Pervasive computing also changes how people interact with the surrounding computing infrastructure. First, in contrast to conventional computing environments, people focus on their activities and not on the computers. Furthermore, as already pointed out, these computers are often embedded within the landscape. For example, in a biology laboratory, researchers focus on their experiments and not on the computing devices used to capture experimental results, such as digital pipettes or
Figure 1.1: A sampling of unconventional computing devices. Pervasive computing environments encompass a wide variety of computing devices, such as (clockwise from the upper left corner) MP3 players, PDA cell phones, tablet computers, computerized wrist watches, robotic dogs, and video game consoles. All pictured devices are either commercial prototypes or already shipping; we can reasonably expect the variety of devices to further increase over time.

incubators. Second, tasks often last days and may span many devices, people, and places. Moreover, task requirements may change frequently. For example, biology experiments often take hours, if not days, to complete and involve many collaborating researchers working at different laboratory stations. As an experiment progresses, researchers may schedule additional steps, for instance, to determine whether an unexpected outcome was caused by contaminants.

The key challenge for developers is to build pervasive applications that continuously adapt to such a highly dynamic environment and continue to function even if people move through the physical world or switch devices. And if the surrounding network infrastructure provides only limited services. However, existing approaches to building distributed applications, including client/server or multitier computing, are ill-suited to meet this challenge.

The fundamental problem is that these approaches try to hide distribution and rely on technologies, such as remote procedure call (RPC) packages [11] or distributed file systems [66], that extend single-node programming methodologies to distributed systems. Because these technologies hide
remote interactions, favor static composition through programmatic interfaces, and often encapsulate data and functionality in the form of objects. They make it hard to anticipate failures, to extend applications, and to share and search data. Consistent with the push towards hiding distribution, applications built on top of these technologies tend to be structured like single-node applications and assume an execution environment where resources are constant and continuously available.

As a result, users are forced to "stitch up the seams" and need to explicitly reconfigure their computers every time the execution environment changes. For example, with today's wireless networking technologies, people need to manually adapt their computers every time they enter a different network. Existing systems and applications have no notion of "entering a new network" and thus need to be explicitly configured with the wireless network name and access key, to say nothing of necessary file servers or close-by printers. However, forcing users to adapt is impractical and, fundamentally, antithetical to the vision of pervasive computing.

1.1 This Dissertation

This dissertation explores how to build applications for pervasive computing environments. It introduces a system architecture, called one.world, that provides an integrated framework that has been specifically designed for building adaptable applications, with the goal that applications adapt to change instead of users.

The hypothesis behind this work is that, by focusing on the unique requirements of pervasive computing, effective system support for pervasive applications becomes possible. The idea is to design and implement a system architecture that focuses on meeting the requirements ill-served by contemporary systems. By focusing on these requirements, our system architecture—in contrast to many previous systems—lets applications instead of users adapt to change, yet—like previous systems—does not place an undue burden on developers. To test this hypothesis, we validate the architecture with application builders and gain actual experience with real pervasive applications. Based on that experience, we iterate the design process and address the additional, empirically determined needs of pervasive applications and their developers. In other words, we rely on a design methodology that starts out by focusing on the unique requirements and then iteratively refines the design based on empirical evidence, resulting in a practical system architecture for pervasive
computing.

Our work is motivated by the insight that, in direct opposition to conventional distributed systems, system support for pervasive applications must expose distribution rather than hide it. That way, applications can see change and then adapt to it instead of forcing users to constantly reconfigure their systems. More specifically, system support for pervasive applications must meet three requirements. First, as people move throughout the physical world—either carrying their own portable devices or switching between devices—an application’s location and execution context change all the time. As a result, system support needs to "embrace contextual change" and not hide it from applications. Second, users expect that their devices and applications just plug together. System support thus needs to "encourage ad hoc composition" and not assume a static computing environment with a limited number of interactions. Third, as users collaborate, they need to easily share information. As a result, system support needs to "recognize sharing as the default."

Individually, the three requirements have been recognized by previous distributed systems efforts. For instance, Bayou [88, 102] exposes different data values in the data stores on different devices, and Odyssey [81] relies on asynchronous notifications to expose contextual change to applications. Furthermore, the World Wide Web is built on only two basic operations, GET and POST, which simplifies dynamic composition and, in part, has enabled the addition of new services, such as caching [22, 103], content transformation [36], and content distribution [53]. Finally, the recent move towards expressing all data on the Internet as XML [15] attempts to facilitate pervasive sharing. Clearly, our approach to building pervasive applications draws on these efforts; but it differs in that we do not focus on any single requirement and address all three requirements at the same time. Furthermore, by exposing distribution, our approach differs from a large class of efforts that have explored how to build services that (largely) transparently adapt to a changing execution context.

We view these efforts as complimentary to our own work and discuss them in the following chapter.

Our architecture, one.world, has been designed from the ground up to meet the three requirements at the same time. It is based on a simple programming model that relies on tuples (possibly nested records of name/value pairs) for all data, thus making it easy to share data, and asynchronous events for all communications, thus making it easy to notify applications of change. Like any distributed system, it has facilities for managing processes, storage, and point-to-point communications. More importantly, it provides a set of services, such as service discovery and migration, that
directly simplify the task of coping with constant change. Our architecture reuses existing operating system technologies where appropriate and innovates where necessary; the focus is to provide an integrated and comprehensive framework for building pervasive applications.

We have validated our architecture by supporting the Labscape project [6] in porting their digital biology laboratory assistant to one.world, by using our architecture as the basis for student projects in a senior-level capstone design course, and by building our own utilities and applications on top of one.world—notably, Emcee, our user and application manager, and Chat, a text and audio messaging system. Based on these experiences, we show that our architecture (1) enables others to successfully build pervasive applications, (2) is not significantly harder to program than with conventional programming styles, (3) is sufficiently complete to support additional services and utilities on top of it, and (4) has acceptable performance, with applications reacting quickly to changes in their runtime context. Our evaluation thus confirms the hypothesis behind this work and establishes one.world as a solid foundation for future work on system support for pervasive computing.

1.1.1 Research Contributions

This dissertation makes the following research contributions:

- We present a system architecture for pervasive computing, called one.world. Rather than providing middleware on top of an existing distributed system, our architecture has been designed from the ground up to directly address the unique requirements of pervasive computing—change, ad hoc composition, and pervasive sharing. As a result, we can avoid unnecessary complexity and provide an integrated and comprehensive framework for building pervasive applications.

- We introduce a new service for grouping applications and their data as well as for composing applications. This so-called environment service provides a nestable container for persistent storage and computations alike, thus representing a combination of file system directories and nested processes [17, 33, 107] in other operating systems.

- We present a practical migration service to simplify the construction of applications that follow people as they move through the physical world. By integrating our migration service
with our architecture's environment service, we can strike a better balance between the complexity of transparent process migration, as provided, for example, by Sprite [28], and the limited utility of mobile agent systems, such as IBM's Aglets [63].

- We present a classification of service discovery options and describe a discovery service that supports all options through an API with only three simple operations. The same API is also used for point-to-point communications. The result is an elegant and powerful interface that is considerably more flexible than, for example, RPC, yet also easy to use—even though our architecture does not hide remote interactions.

- We identify a software pattern for managing asynchronous interactions. The so-called logic/operation pattern structures applications into logic—computations that do not fail—and operations—interactions that may fail. The corresponding operation library simplifies such interactions by keeping the state associated with event exchanges and by providing automatic timeouts and retries.

In addition to these major research contributions, this dissertation also reflects a (subtle) cultural shift. In evaluating distributed systems, previous work has often focused on system performance as the primary evaluation metric. While we still consider performance an important evaluation metric, we believe that it cannot be the only one. Notably, when introducing a new system architecture, an important question is whether developers can effectively build applications on top of that architecture. As a result, we also draw on other metrics, such as programmer productivity, to evaluate our architecture, thus expanding the repertoire of metrics for systems work.

1.1.2 Limitations

Consistent with the hypothesis, the design of one.world focuses on meeting the unique requirements of pervasive computing. As a result, it does not address all possible needs of pervasive applications. Notably, we have not addressed how to secure pervasive applications, including how to express access control constraints and how to enforce them in a constantly changing computing environment. Clearly, security is a very important concern, though it is not a new concern. At the same time, the design does reflect an understanding that appropriate security mechanisms will have to be built into
the system in the future. We have thus included a simple, yet effective interposition mechanism (the request/monitor mechanism described in Chapter 4.3.1), which, as I showed in [43], can provide a solid basis for implementing access control and auditing.

Furthermore, while building one.world from the ground up (without employing existing middleware) has allowed us to avoid many of the limitations of existing distributed systems, it has also introduced new ones. Notably, as discussed in Chapter 7, using our own data model—based on tuples—and our own communication model—based on the exchange of events—has resulted in an architecture that has only very limited interoperability with existing Internet services. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 6.3, the scalability of our implementation, especially that of service discovery, is limited, making it suitable only for pervasive computing environments with several dozens of people and devices. We suggest approaches to avoiding these limitations in the respective chapters.

1.1.3 Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we motivate our work and introduce our approach to building pervasive applications. Chapter 3 provides an overview of our architecture. We describe its programming model in Chapter 4 and our Java-based implementation in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we introduce the user-space services, utilities, and applications we and others have built and present the evaluation of our architecture, which is based on these programs. In Chapter 7, we reflect on our experiences with building and using one.world and suggest important areas for future work on system support for pervasive computing. Chapter 8 reviews related work. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation.
Chapter 2

MOTIVATION AND APPROACH

From a systems viewpoint, the pervasive computing space presents the unique challenge of a large and highly dynamic distributed computing environment. This suggests that pervasive applications really are distributed applications. Yet, existing approaches to building distributed systems fall short along three main axes when considering pervasive applications. First, existing approaches make it hard to anticipate change, including failures, as they tend to hide remote interactions. Second, they make it hard to extend applications, as they favor static composition through programmatic interfaces. Third, they make it hard to share and search data, as they often encapsulate data and functionality in the form of objects. The common cause for all three shortcomings is an attempt to simplify application development by extending single-node programming methodologies to distributed systems. However, this drive also results in systems that are unsuitable for building adaptable applications, thus placing the burden of adapting to change on users. We now discuss the three shortcomings of existing approaches to building distributed systems in detail.

First, many existing distributed systems seek to hide distribution and, by building on distributed file systems [66] or remote procedure call (RPC) packages [11], mask remote resources as local resources. This transparency simplifies application development, since accessing a remote resource is just like performing a local operation. However, this transparency also comes at a cost in service quality and failure resilience. By presenting the same interface to local and remote resources, transparency encourages a programming style that ignores the differences between local and remote access, such as network bandwidth [80], and treats the unavailability of a resource or a failure as an extreme case. But in an environment where tens of thousands of devices and services come and go, change is inherent and the unavailability of some resource is a frequent occurrence.

Second, RPC packages and distributed object systems, such as Legion [67] or Globe [109], compose distributed applications through programmatic interfaces. Just like transparent access to remote resources, composition at the interface level simplifies application development. However, compo-
situation through programmatic interfaces also leads to a tight coupling between major application components because they directly reference and invoke each other. As a result, it is unnecessarily hard to add new behaviors to an application. Extending a component requires interposing on the interfaces it uses, which requires extensive operating system support [54, 87, 101] and is unwieldy for large or complex interfaces. Furthermore, extensions are limited by the degree to which extensibility has been designed into the application's interfaces.

Third, distributed object systems encapsulate both data and functionality within a single abstraction, namely objects. Yet again, encapsulation of data and functionality extends a convenient programming paradigm for single-node applications to distributed systems. However, by encapsulating data behind an object's interface, objects limit how data can be used and complicate the sharing, searching, and filtering of data. In contrast, relational databases define a common data model that is separate from behaviors and thus make it easy to use the same data for different and new applications. Furthermore, objects as an encapsulation mechanism are based on the assumption that data layout changes more frequently than an object's interface, an assumption that may be less valid for a global distributed computing environment. Increasingly, many different applications manipulate the same data formats, such as XML [15]. These data formats are specified by industry groups and standard bodies, such as the World Wide Web Consortium, and evolve at a relatively slow pace. In contrast, application vendors compete on functionality, leading to considerable differences in application interfaces and implementations and a much faster pace of innovation.

Not all distributed systems are based on extensions of single-node programming methodologies. Notably, the World Wide Web does not rely on programmatic interfaces and does not encapsulate data and functionality. It is built on only two basic operations, GET and POST, and the exchange of passive, semi-structured data. In part due to the simplicity of its operations and data model, the World Wide Web has successfully scaled across the globe. Furthermore, the narrowness of its operations and the uniformity of its data model have made it practical to support the World Wide Web across a huge variety of devices and to add new services, such as caching [22, 103], content transformation [36], and content distribution [53].

However, from a pervasive computing perspective the World Wide Web also suffers from three significant limitations. First, just like conventional distributed systems, it places the burden of adapting to change on users, for example, by making them reload a page when a server is unavailable be-
cause, for example, it is overloaded or inaccessible. Second, it requires connected operation for any use other than reading static pages. Finally, it does not seem to accommodate emerging technologies that are clearly useful for building adaptable applications, such as service discovery [2, 5, 25] and mobile code [106]. While Java applets are a form of mobile code, they are only active while the corresponding page is displayed and, by default, can only communicate with the originating server. As a result, they are basically limited to enlivening web pages and implementing site-specific chat clients.

2.1 The Unique Requirements of Pervasive Computing

The inadequacy of existing distributed systems raises the question of how to structure system support for pervasive applications. On one side, extending single-node programming models to distributed systems leads to the shortcomings discussed above. On the other side, the World Wide Web avoids several of the shortcomings but is too limited for pervasive computing. To help define a better alternative, we identify the three unique requirements of pervasive computing.

Requirement 1 Embrace contextual change.

As people move through the physical world, the execution context of their applications changes all the time. It is impractical to ask users to manually manage these changes, such as entering a new wireless network name and access key every time they enter a different network. Systems thus need to expose contextual changes, rather than hiding distribution, so that applications can implement their own strategies for handling changes and spare the users from doing so. Event-based notification or callbacks are examples of suitable mechanisms. At the same time, systems need to provide primitives that simplify the task of adequately reacting to change. Examples for such primitives include “checkpoint” and “restore” to simplify failure recovery, “move to a remote node” to follow a user as she moves through the physical world, and “find matching resource” to discover suitable resources on the network, such as nearby instruments in a biology laboratory or other users with whom to exchange messages.

Requirement 2 Encourage ad hoc composition.
As people use different devices in different locations, they expect that applications and devices just plug together. It is impractical to ask users to manually perform the composition. Systems thus should make it easy to compose applications, services, and devices at runtime. In particular, installing a user's applications on a device must be easy. Furthermore, interposing on an application's interactions with other applications and network services must be simple. Interposition makes it possible to dynamically change the behavior of an application or add new behaviors without changing the application itself. This is particularly useful for complex and reusable behaviors, such as replicating an application's data or deciding when to migrate an application.

**Requirement 3** Recognize sharing as the default.

In essence, pervasive computing strives to make information accessible anywhere and anytime. It is impractical to ask users to manage the corresponding files (by, for example, moving them between different devices) and to convert between different data formats. Systems thus need to make it easy to access saved information and to share information between different applications and devices. Ease of sharing is especially important for services that search and filter large amounts of data. At the same time, data and functionality depend on each other, for example, when migrating an application and its data. Systems thus need to include the ability to group data and functionality but must make them accessible independently.

Individually, the three requirements have been recognized by previous distributed systems efforts. For instance, Bayou [88, 102] exposes different data values in the data stores on different devices, and Odyssey [81] relies on asynchronous notifications to expose contextual change to applications. Furthermore, as already discussed, the World Wide Web is built on only two basic operations, GET and POST, which simplifies dynamic composition, and the recent move towards expressing all data on the Internet as XML attempts to facilitate sharing. Our approach differs from these efforts in that we advocate addressing all three requirements at the same time.

Common to the requirements is the realization, similar to that behind extensible operating systems [9, 29, 57], that systems cannot automatically decide how to react to change, because there are too many alternatives. Where needed, the applications themselves should be able to determine and implement their own policies [94]. As a result, we are advocating a structure different from previous
Figure 2.1: Illustration of our approach. The three requirements guide the design of our system architecture and make it feasible for application developers to program for change, resulting in adaptable applications.

Distributed systems, which exposes distribution so that applications can adapt to change instead of users.

At the same time, the three requirements do not preclude the use of established programming methodologies. Embracing contextual change does not prevent us from providing reasonable default behaviors. But it does emphasize that applications must be notified of change. Similarly, encouraging ad hoc composition does not preclude the use of strongly typed APIs. However, it does emphasize the need for simplifying interposition. Finally, recognizing sharing as the default does not preclude the use of object-oriented programming. The ability to abstract data or functionality is clearly useful for structuring and implementing applications. At the same time, ease of sharing, with its emphasis on the ability to search, filter, and translate data, does suggest that application data and functionality build on distinct abstractions.

More importantly, a system architecture whose design meets the three requirements provides considerable support for coping with change. Embracing contextual change helps with identifying and reacting to changes in devices and the network. Encouraging ad hoc composition helps with changes in application features and behaviors. Finally, recognizing sharing as the default helps with changes in data formats and the corresponding application functionality. Given a system that meets these requirements, application developers can focus on making applications adaptable, and the users, in turn, can focus on their tasks instead of manually adapting their devices and applications. While programming adaptable applications requires developer discipline when compared to conven-
tional distributed systems, it also provides an extraordinary opportunity to transform the way people interact with their computers and applications. This approach to building pervasive applications is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Adaptability and Transparency

By exposing distribution, our approach differs from a large class of efforts that have explored how to build services that adapt (largely) transparently to an ever changing execution context. Since an exhaustive survey of such efforts is beyond the scope of this dissertation, we highlight a few, representative storage and networking services and discuss their relationship to our approach.

In the area of adaptable storage services, the Coda file system [58, 78] aggressively caches files on clients—boasting files even before they might be accessed—to support disconnected and weakly connected operation. Similarly, the Rover system [55] caches service objects on clients and provides queued RPC to support mobile devices that may only be intermittently connected. The University of California at Berkeley’s xFS file system [4] automatically distributes file storage, caching, and control across a set of cooperating workstations and thus eliminates the need for dedicated file servers. Finally, the OceanStore project [59] is trying to create a global object store that runs on an untrusted computing infrastructure and automatically moves and replicates data between devices to optimize for locality and availability.

In the area of adaptable networking services, the Mobile IP architecture [51] supports device mobility by automatically forwarding TCP/IP traffic, even if a device is not connected to its home network. Furthermore, the Bawan networking architecture [16] includes support for transparently switching between wired and wireless networks and for correspondingly adjusting the data transport protocols to ensure that devices remain continuously and reliably connected, independent of their current location.

Common to these efforts is that they provide particular services, rather than representing programming methodologies like the RPC and distributed object systems discussed above. As a result, they can focus on making the provided services adaptable. More fundamentally, to be as transparent as possible, these efforts also share a drive to contain changes to existing applications and networking infrastructure as much as possible. One important technique used by many of these
efforts is the use of proxies. For example, xFS includes NFS proxies that provide access to its file system data to unmodified Unix-based client machines. Furthermore, Rover includes a web browser proxy to provide web access to mobile devices while also leaving existing browsers and servers unchanged. Finally, both Mobile IP and Barwan use proxies to isolate protocol additions to the mobile clients and their routers, with Barwan also generalizing proxies under their TACC (for transformation, aggregation, caching, and customization) model [36]. As a result, these services can adapt to a changing execution context, while also being able to transparently interact with legacy systems and applications.

Overall, we believe that these efforts are complimentary to our own approach along two axes. First, by providing continuous access to important services, such as storage and networking, these efforts certainly lessen the burden of making applications adaptable and thus simplify the development of pervasive applications. In fact, one.world also reflects the desire to isolate applications from at least some changes: As discussed in Chapter 5.3, the implementation of our architecture’s discovery service relies on an automatically elected discovery server and thus transparently adapts to a changing device and network topology. Discovery server elections ensure that the directory of discoverable resources is always available while also hiding the directory’s location. This implementation trade-off is reasonable, as directory availability is considerably more important to pervasive applications than directory location.

Second, since a system architecture that meets the three requirements has been specifically designed for implementing adaptable programs, we believe that such an architecture can also simplify the implementation of transparently adapting services—an important concern when considering the complexity of services such as xFS or OceanStore. Furthermore, several of the above systems are only transparent to a degree and need to expose some changes to applications. For example, the resolution of file conflicts in Coda is at least type-specific if not application-specific [60]. Furthermore, Barwan needs to notify applications that the currently used networking technology has changed so that they can adapt, for example, the fidelity of streaming audio or video to better match available bandwidth. Clearly, a system architecture that follows our approach provides a convenient framework for exposing these changes.
2.3 The Biology Laboratory as an Example Application Domain

To illustrate the three requirements central to our approach to building pervasive applications, we now introduce the digital biology laboratory. Unlike the scenarios presented in [31] and [113], the digital laboratory does not illustrate the full potential of pervasive computing. However, it addresses a real need of real people—performing reproducible biology experiments. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 6.4.2, the digital laboratory has been implemented on top of one.world by the University of Washington’s Labscape project and has been deployed at the Cell Systems Initiative [6]. As a result, it provides an apt example for a pervasive application and the three requirements.

As already mentioned, the goal of researchers working in a biology laboratory is to perform reproducible experiments. Today, they manually log individual steps in their paper notebooks. This easily leads to incomplete experimental records and makes it unnecessarily hard to share data with other researchers, as the biologists need to explicitly enter the data into their PCs. In contrast, a digital laboratory employs digitized instruments, such as pipettes and incubators, to automatically
Figure 2.3: A screenshot of Labscape’s user interface. Each experiment is represented as an experimental flowgraph, or guide. The individual icons represent different experimental steps and the arrows represent ordering constraints. Originally, the guide functions as a plan for the experiment to be performed. As the researcher performs a step, she annotates the corresponding icon with the results of that step. Over time, the guide thus becomes a record of the experiment. Note that this user interface was developed by the Labscape project through user interface studies with actual biology researchers.

capture data, location sensors to track researchers’ movements, and touchscreens to display experimental data close to the researchers (see Figure 2.2 for a workbench in the digital laboratory). As a result, biologists in the digital laboratory have more complete records of their experiments and can more easily share results with their colleagues.

A fundamental feature of the digital laboratory is that experimental data follows a researcher as she moves through the laboratory. Furthermore, the data can follow her as she leaves the laboratory, for example, so that she can review a day’s results on her tablet computer while taking the commuter train home. At the same time, there is no need to move the entire digital laboratory application as the researcher moves through the physical world. Rather, only a small component to capture and display experimental data needs to follow the researcher. Eventually, all data is forwarded to a centralized repository, making it possible, for example, to mine the data of several experiments.
Figure 2.3 shows a snapshot of the capture and display component's user interface, which is also called a guide and has been developed by the Labscape project through user interface studies with actual biology researchers. Each experiment is represented as a flowgraph. The individual icons represent different experimental steps and the arrows represent ordering constraints between the steps. Originally, the guide functions as a plan for the experiment to be performed. A researcher can either select a flowgraph from a library of existing flowgraphs or create her own (which may be based on an existing flowgraph). As the researcher performs a step, she annotates the corresponding icon with the results of that step, or, if she is using digital instruments, they are automatically annotated. Over time, the guide becomes a record of the experiment.

The three unique requirements of pervasive computing—change, ad hoc composition, and pervasive sharing—show up in the digital laboratory as follows:

**Embrace contextual change.** Biology laboratories are organized into task-specific workareas, often centered around a specific instrument, such as a centrifuge or incubator, and biologists often move between workareas while working on the same experiment. As a result, a researcher's location changes needs to be exposed to her guide, so that it can automatically follow her to the corresponding touchscreens.

**Encourage ad hoc composition.** As the researcher moves through the biology laboratory, her guide needs to transparently connect to the digital instruments in her current workarea and incorporate readings into the experimental flowgraph. Furthermore, as outside researchers visit the laboratory, their PDAs or laptops need to be automatically integrated into the digital laboratory application so that the researchers can exchange and review experimental results.

**Recognize sharing as the default.** Biology experiments often last hours, if not days, and biologists multitask between several experiments at the same time or focus on performing a single step for many experiments in a row. As a result, it must be easy to switch between different experiments, to hand off experiments between researchers, and to compare different experiments.

As a pervasive application, the digital laboratory application needs to be considerably more seamless and adaptable than conventional distributed applications. At the same time, it also illustrates an important property of pervasive computing environments: their human scale. In particular,
the digital laboratory only needs to scale to a limited number of concurrent users, as only so many people can work in the same laboratory at the same time. Furthermore, the digital laboratory application typically needs to adapt at a human time scale. A researcher walking from one workarea to another thus leaves a relatively large timespan (compared to the microsecond latencies often considered in distributed systems work) for migrating the researcher's guide and connecting to close-by instruments.

2.3.1 Short-comings of the Status Quo

To emphasize that pervasive applications are not just conventional distributed applications, we now consider the limitations of conventional systems in implementing the digital laboratory. First, it is hard to move between devices. Even with existing networked application support, such as X Windows [82] or roaming profiles in Windows [108], users have to manually log into a machine, start their applications, and load the necessary data. Second, it has hard to connect to different instruments as researchers move between workareas. Conventional systems focus on providing point-to-point communications (with TCP being the most prominent example) and lack facilities for dynamically discovering and connecting to close-by instruments without explicit manual configuration. Finally, it is hard to share data. On one hand, file systems support only coarse-grained sharing—remember that biology experiments consist of many steps that typically add only a small amount of data to an experiment's record. On the other hand, databases are difficult to set up and administer, typically requiring dedicated facilities and staff.

Based on similar observations, several efforts have explored how to layer additional middleware for building adaptable applications onto existing distributed systems. Sun's Jini is probably the most popular example for such a middleware platform [5]. Like one.world, it supports distributed events, tuple storage, and service discovery. However, unlike one.world, it is layered on top of Java RMI [100], a traditional distributed object system, and thus inherits RMI's limitations. In particular, Jini requires a statically configured infrastructure to run its discovery server. Furthermore, it requires an overall well-behaved computing environment because it relies on transparent and synchronous remote invocations, does not provide isolation between applications running within the same Java virtual machine, and links objects on different devices with each other through distributed garbage
collection. In other words, Jini is inherently limited because it builds on a conventional distributed system. To be effective, system support for pervasive applications must be designed from the ground up to meet the three requirements of change, ad hoc composition, and pervasive sharing. We discuss the differences between one world and Jini and the latter's limitations in more detail in Chapter 8.
Chapter 3

ARCHITECTURE

With the three requirements in place, we now introduce one.world and its services. Our architecture is structured according to the following four principles. First, bias a set of foundation services to directly address the three requirements of change, ad hoc composition, and pervasive sharing. Second, express specific system services in terms of the foundation services and make them available as common application building blocks. Third, employ a classic user/kernel split, with foundation and system services provided by the kernel and libraries, system utilities, and applications running in user space. Finally, remain neutral on other issues, such as whether to implement applications as client/server or peer-to-peer applications. The resulting organization is illustrated in Figure 3.1. We now present the individual services as well as the provided library support in more detail.

3.1 Foundation Services

The four foundation services directly address the three requirements of change, ad hoc composition, and pervasive sharing. First, a virtual machine, such as the Java virtual machine [70] or Microsoft’s common language runtime [104], provides a common execution environment across all devices and hardware platforms.\(^1\) Since developers cannot possibly predict all the devices their applications will run on, the virtual machine ensures that applications and devices are composable. Second, tuples define a common data model, including a type system, for all applications and thus make it easy to share data. They are records with named fields and are self-describing in that an application can dynamically determine a tuple’s fields and their types. Third, all communications in one.world, whether local or remote, are through asynchronous events; applications are composed from components that exchange events through imported and exported event handlers. Events make change explicit to applications, with the goal that applications adapt to change instead of forcing users to

\(^1\) one.world is implemented in Java. Though, its implementation does not rely on any features that are unique to Java, and it could be implemented on a different virtual machine platform, such as Microsoft’s common language runtime.
manually reconfigure their devices and applications.

Finally, environments are the central mechanism for structuring and composing applications. They serve as containers for stored tuples, application components, and other environments and form a hierarchy with a single root per device. Each application consists of at least one environment, in which it runs and stores its persistent data. However, applications are not limited to a single environment and may span several, nested environments. Comparable to processes in conventional operating systems, environments provide protection and isolate applications from each other and from one.world's kernel, which is hosted by each device's root environment. Environments also are an important mechanism for dynamic composition: an environment controls all nested environments and can interpose on their interactions with the kernel and the outside world. Environments thus represent a combination of the roles served by file system directories and nested processes [17, 33, 107] in other operating systems. Figure 3.2 shows an example environment hierarchy.

To reiterate, the design rationale for the foundation services is as following. First, a virtual machine supports ad hoc composition between applications and devices. Second, tuples define a
Figure 3.2: Illustration of an example environment hierarchy. The User environment hosts the Emcee application and has one child, named robert, which stores several tuples representing that user's preferences. The robert environment in turn has two children, named Clock and Chat. The Clock environment only contains active application components, while the Chat environment, in addition to hosting the Chat application, also stores tuples representing the music being broadcast by Chat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications need to…</th>
<th>one.world provides…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Query engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store data</td>
<td>Structured I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate</td>
<td>Remote events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locate</td>
<td>Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault-protect</td>
<td>Checkpointing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move</td>
<td>Migration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

common type system for all applications and thus simplify the sharing of data. Third, events make change explicit to applications, so that they adapt to change instead of users. Finally, environments host application components, store persistent data, and—through nesting—facilitate the composition of applications and services.

3.2 System Services

In addition to the foundation services, one.world provides a set of system services that serve as common application building blocks. Table 3.1 summarizes common application needs and the
corresponding system services.

The query engine provides the ability to search tuples by instantiating filters. Queries support comparison of a constant to the value of a field, comparison to the type of a tuple or field, and negation, disjunction, and conjunction. Structured I/O lets applications access stored tuples in environments. It supports the writing, reading, querying, and deleting of tuples. The structured I/O operations are atomic so that their effects are predictable, which is especially important when several applications concurrently access tuples in the same environment, and can optionally use transactions to group several operations into one atomic unit. The query engine and structured I/O simplify data access because applications can directly access relevant data items.

Remote event passing (REP) forwards events to remote services and is one.world's basic mechanism for communicating across the network. Consistent with our push towards exposing distribution and in contrast to RPC or distributed object systems, remote communications in one.world are explicit. To use REP, services export event handlers under symbolic descriptors, that is, tuples, and clients send events by specifying the symbolic receiver. Discovery locates services with unknown locations. It supports a rich set of options, including early and late binding [2] as well as anycast and multicast, and is fully integrated with REP, resulting in a simple, yet powerful API. Discovery is especially useful for applications that migrate or run on mobile devices and need to find local resources, such as a close-by digital instrument.

Checkpointing captures the execution state of an environment tree and saves it as a tuple, making it possible to later revert the environment tree's execution state. Checkpointing simplifies the task of gracefully resuming an application after it has been dormant or after a failure, such as a device's batteries running out. Migration provides the ability to move or copy an environment and its contents, including stored tuples, application components, and nested environments, either locally or to another device. It is especially useful for applications that follow a person from shared device to shared device as she moves through the physical world.

3.3 Library Support

Outside of one.world's kernel, our architecture provides additional, user-level library support for implementing pervasive applications. The libraries include functionality for constructing an appli-
Figure 3.3: The big picture. All the different devices in a pervasive computing environment run the same system platform, \textit{one.world}. The different applications exchange tuples and events between each other and migrate from one device to another.

Account's user interface and for the timed execution of event handlers. More importantly, \textit{operations} help manage asynchronous interactions. They are based on what we call the logic/operation pattern. This pattern structures applications into logic—computations that do not fail, such as creating and filling in a message—and operations—interactions that may fail, such as sending the message to its intended recipients. Operations simplify such interactions by keeping the state associated with event exchanges and by providing automatic timeouts and retries.

3.4 The Big Picture

Pulling back, Figure 3.3 illustrates the big picture behind our architecture. The basic idea is that all the different devices in a pervasive computing environment run the same system platform, namely \textit{one.world}. While individual devices may provide additional services over to those supplied by
our architecture, applications can rely on the same basic operating environment on every device (modulo differences in CPU speed and memory/storage capacity). Each device is independent of other devices and need not be connected with (all) other devices. Furthermore, each device may be administered separately.

The different applications running on the different devices interact with each other by exchanging tuples and events. When communicating with other applications, an application may not necessarily know how many applications it is communicating with and where those applications are located (hence the heap of data in the figure). Furthermore, as people move through the physical world, applications follow by migrating from device to device to device.

For example, in case of the digital biology laboratory, the digital instruments send events describing performed operations to a researcher’s guide, and the guide, in turn, forwards experimental results to the centralized data repository. As the researcher is switching between work areas, her guide follows her by migrating from touchscreen to touchscreen to touchscreen. Similarly, when using Emcee and Chat, a user’s Chat application sends text and audio messages by sending events to other people’s instances of Chat. As the user moves between rooms, Emcee migrates her Chat application so that Chat is always running on a device close to that person.

3.5 one.world and Distributed Systems Concerns

Like any distributed system, one.world must address several distributed systems issues, such as how to provide processes, storage, and communications. Table 3.2 lists the most important issues and relates them to the corresponding features in our architecture. When compared to Figure 3.1 on page 21, it represents an alternative organization of our architecture. The table also lists the specific chapters that discuss these features in detail, thus serving as an index into the programming model and implementation chapters of this dissertation. The request/monitor mechanism referenced in the table is the interposition mechanism enabled by nested environments: it lets an outer environment interpose on all interactions of nested environments with the kernel and the outside world.
Table 3.2: one.world and distributed systems concerns. Issue specifies the distributed systems concern. Feature describes the corresponding one.world service. Chapter lists the programming model or implementation chapter discussing that feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process management</td>
<td>Environments contain applications.</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Checkpointing captures an application’s execution state and migration moves or copies an application.</td>
<td>4.5, 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressability / Naming</td>
<td>Protection domains limit access to direct references.</td>
<td>4.1, 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The environment hierarchy limits access to nested environments.</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discovery and remote event passing provide access to arbitrary event handlers.</td>
<td>4.4, 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution model</td>
<td>Applications are composed from components that exchange asynchronous events.</td>
<td>4.3, 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations manage event exchanges, notably those with event handlers outside an application.</td>
<td>4.3.2, 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Structured I/O persistently stores tuples in environments and the query engine performs searches across stored tuples.</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>Discovery locates remote receivers and remote event passing sends events to remote receivers.</td>
<td>4.4, 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Protection domains isolate applications.</td>
<td>4.1, 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The request/monitor mechanism can be used to implement reference monitors and auditing.</td>
<td>4.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource allocation</td>
<td>The request/monitor mechanism can be used to interpose on requests for system services.</td>
<td>4.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensibility</td>
<td>The request/monitor mechanism can be used to add new services.</td>
<td>4.3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

PROGRAMMING MODEL

We now explore one.world's programming model in detail. We describe our architecture's services and their operations, give code examples, and explain our design decisions. In contrast to the previous chapter, which is organized around horizontal slices through our architecture—foundation services, system services, and library support, this chapter is organized around conventional systems concerns, focusing on the perspective of application developers becoming familiar with our architecture. In particular, we start with namespaces in Chapter 4.1 and introduce environments as containers for applications, their persistent data, and other environments. We follow with data management in Chapter 4.2 and discuss tuples, the query language and query engine, as well as structured I/O. In Chapter 4.3, we explore one.world's execution model and present events, the request/monitor mechanism, and operations. Next, in Chapter 4.4, we discuss the communication model and describe discovery and remote event passing. Finally, in Chapter 4.5, we explore application persistence and present checkpointing and migration. We do not further discuss virtual machines, as our architecture directly builds on existing virtual machine technology.

In summary, an application in one.world consists of an environment, which acts as the namespace for the application's objects and can include code, data, and other environments. The application's code executes in response to asynchronous events, which may be generated by the system, the application itself, or by other applications, potentially on other devices. Events are delivered through a rich event delivery interface. The application's data is stored in an associative tuple store, which is part of the application's environment. The application's execution state can be checkpointed and stored in its environment so that the application can later be reverted to the saved state. The application can also be migrated to a different device, which either moves the application's environment and all its contents to that device or creates a copy on the remote device. one.world itself executes as a set of kernel services, available to, and mediating, all applications running on a device.
4.1 Namespaces

Comparable to processes in conventional operating systems, environments host applications and—to ensure that different applications cannot directly interfere with each other and can be managed independently—isolate them from each other through protection domains. By default, each environment represents its own protection domain; though, a protection domain may span several, nested environments. To enforce isolation, all data is copied between protection domains. Applications can only exchange event handlers, thus enabling them to communicate with each other. Furthermore, operations on environments and access to an environment's tuple storage are limited to the requesting environment and its descendants, thus making it possible to limit an application's effects to its subtree, which is important for pervasive computing environments as potentially untrusted applications move from one device to another.

Environments provide structure not only by isolating applications from each other, but also by grouping application functionality and persistent data within the same container. The grouping of functionality and data enables one.world to load an application's code from its environment and to store the application's checkpoints with the application. More importantly, it simplifies the development of pervasive applications that follow a user through the physical world, as an application and its data, including code and checkpoints, can be migrated in a single operation. At the same time, environments always maintain a clear separation between functionality and data, which can be accessed independently and, unlike objects, are not hidden behind a unifying interface. In addition to providing structure, environments provide control through nesting: an outer environment has full control over an inner environment, including the ability to interpose on the inner environment's interactions with the kernel and the outside world. Nesting thus makes it possible to easily factor important pervasive computing features, such as the logic to control migration and the ability to synchronize data with other devices, out of an application and reusing that functionality across several applications. To exploit nesting for this purpose, the reusable functionality is provided by an outer environment, and the application relying on that functionality is placed into an inner environment.

Table 4.1 summarizes the environment operations. The majority of these operations works as expected and is used to create and delete environments and to start and stop applications. The *checkpoint*, *restore*, *move*, and *copy* operations are used for checkpointing and migration and are
Table 4.1: The environment operations. *Operation* specifies the environment operation, and *Explanation* describes the operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>create</td>
<td>Create a new environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rename</td>
<td>Rename an environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load</td>
<td>Load an application into an environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activate</td>
<td>Activate the application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terminate</td>
<td>Terminate the application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unload</td>
<td>Unload the application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destroy</td>
<td>Delete the environment and all its contents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move</td>
<td>Move the environment and all its contents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy</td>
<td>Copy the environment and all its contents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checkpoint</td>
<td>Checkpoint the environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restore</td>
<td>Restore a previously captured checkpoint.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

described in detail in Chapter 4.5. To perform an operation, an application specifies the operation, the targeted environment, and any additional arguments as necessary. Environments are named by either a globally unique identifier (GUID) or a human-readable path name, which, like a path name in Unix, is composed of individual environments' names separated by slashes ('/'). An environment's GUID cannot be changed after creation, so that it can be used as a unique reference for that environment. In contrast, an environment's human-readable name, just like a directory name in conventional operating systems, can be changed after creation through the *rename* operation to accommodate changing user needs. *OneWorld*’s kernel runs in a device's root environment, which, just like the root directory in Unix, is named "/".

4.2 Data Management

Data management in *OneWorld*, that is, the ability to query, store, and exchange information, is based on tuples. Tuples define the common data model, including the type system, for applications running in our architecture. They are self-describing, mutable records with named and (usually) typed fields. Valid field types include numbers, strings, and arrays of basic types, as well as tuples, thus allowing tuples to be nested within each other. Arbitrary objects can be stored in a tuple in form of a special container that encapsulates a serialized representation of the object.
By providing a common, structured data model, tuples enable our architecture’s data management services, notably the query engine and structured I/O. As a result, tuples let pervasive applications directly encode and exchange the information they manage. They also obviate the need for separate internal and external representations and for translating between different data formats, generally simplifying the sharing of information. Consider, for example, a personal information management application. It can directly encode a user’s appointments, contacts, notes, and messages as tuples and, through the query engine and structured I/O described below, search, store, and exchange that data. As a result, it becomes easier to make a user’s data available throughout her living and working spaces and to synchronize between different devices, applications, and people.

To capture the structure of application data, tuples are statically declared and strongly typed. They have a fixed set of fields with specific types and the overall tuple has a type. However, our architecture also includes a special tuple, called DynamicTuple. In contrast to other tuples, the fields of a dynamic tuple can be dynamically added and removed and are dynamically typed, that is, they can have any allowable field type. As a result, dynamic tuples are more flexible, but do not offer typing guarantees. They are useful for representing ad hoc data, such as another tuple’s metadata, or for prototyping data records during application development.

All tuples share the same base class and have an ID field specifying a GUID to support symbolic references, as well as a metadata field to support application-specific annotations. Each tuple also has a set of methods to programmatically reflect its structure and to access its data, thus allowing applications to inspect and access data items with unknown types. Finally, each tuple has methods to validate its semantic constraints (for example, to determine whether a tuple’s field values are consistent with each other) and to produce a human-readable representation. The base class for all tuples, which defines these common fields and methods, is shown in Figure 4.1. It illustrates the simple interface for inspecting and accessing tuples programmatically.

### 4.2.1 Query Language and Query Engine

So that applications can easily search and filter data, such as a user’s appointments or contacts, our data model also defines a common query language for tuples. That language is used by the APIs to the structured I/O and discovery services. Queries support the comparison of a constant to the
public abstract class Tuple {
    // The ID and metadata fields.
    public Guid id;
    public DynamicTuple metaData;

    // Programmatic access to a tuple's fields.
    public final Object get(String name) {...}
    public final void set(String name, Object value) {...}
    public final Object remove(String name) {...}
    public final List fields() {...}
    public final Class getType(String name) {...}

    // Validation of a tuple's constraints.
    public void validate() throws TupleException {...}

    // A tuple's human-readable representation.
    public String toString() {...}
}

Figure 4.1: Definition of a tuple. All tuples inherit this base class and have an ID field to support symbolic references and a metadata field to support application-specific annotations. They also have a set of methods to programmatically access a tuple's fields, to validate a tuple's semantic constraints, and to convert the tuple into a human-readable representation. A Guid is a globally unique identifier. A DynamicTuple is a special tuple; its fields can be of any type and, unlike those of other tuples, can be dynamically added and removed. The accessor methods are final and are implemented using reflection. In contrast, individual tuple classes can override the validate() and toString() methods to define their own semantic constraints and human-readable representation, respectively. Note that the remove() method works only for dynamic tuples.

value of a field, including the fields of nested tuples, the comparison of a type to the declared or actual type of a tuple or field, and negation, disjunction, and conjunction. Since queries are data themselves, they are also expressed as tuples.

An example query in our architecture’s query language is shown in Figure 4.8 on page 45. It consists of several, nested Query tuples, which express a type comparison (as indicated by the Query.COMPARE.HAS_SUBTYPE constant), a value comparison (as indicated by the Query.COMPARE.EQUAL constant), and a conjunction (as indicated by the Query.BINARY.AND constant). The overall query matches tuples of type UserDescriptor whose user field equals
Table 4.2: The structured I/O operations. Operation specifies the structured I/O operation. Argument specifies how tuples are selected for that operation. Explanation describes the operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>put</td>
<td>Tuple</td>
<td>Write the specified tuple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>Query</td>
<td>Read a single tuple matching the specified query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query</td>
<td>Query</td>
<td>Read all tuples matching the specified query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listen</td>
<td>Query</td>
<td>Observe all tuples that match the specified query as they are written.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delete</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Delete the tuple with the specified ID.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


the value of the fetchUser variable.

The query engine processes queries over tuples, as expressed in our architecture’s query language. To use the query engine, services and applications instantiate a filter for a specific query (such as the one illustrated above) and then feed tuples to the filter. Tuples matching the query are passed through and tuples not matching the query are dropped.

4.2.2 Structured I/O

Structured I/O builds on our architecture’s data model and lets applications persistently store tuples in environments. Each environment’s tuple storage is separate from that of other environments. Comparable to the primary key in a relational database table, a tuple’s ID uniquely identifies the tuple stored within an environment. In other words, at most one tuple with a given ID can be stored in a given environment. The structured I/O operations support the writing, reading, and deleting of tuples and are summarized in Table 4.2. They are atomic so that their effects are predictable and can optionally use transactions to group several operations into one atomic unit. To use structured I/O, applications bind to tuple storage and then perform operations on the bound resource. All bindings are controlled by leases [40], which limit the time an application can access an environment’s tuple storage. Applications can renew these leases to increase the length of access or cancel them to relinquish access.

In the spirit of Unix’s unified interface to storage and networking [73], structured I/O also provides the same basic API for reading and writing tuples across the network. Because standard communication protocols, such as TCP, provide no persistence and employ only limited buffering,
structured I/O networking supports only a subset of the operations shown in Table 4.2. In particular, it only supports the put, read, and listen operations and not transactions. To use structured I/O networking, applications bind to network endpoints instead of tuple storage. Network endpoints can be either UDP or TCP unicast sockets or UDP multicast sockets. Just as bindings for tuple storage, bindings for network endpoints are leased.

We chose to base I/O on a structured data model instead of using unstructured byte-strings because, by definition, tuples preserve the structure of application data and thus simplify the sharing and searching of data. Furthermore, tuples free applications from explicitly marshaling and unmarshaling data during I/O and from implementing their own, internal database functionality, which is a common strategy for desktop applications [74] and leads to considerable duplication of effort between applications from different vendors. We chose tuples instead of XML [15] because tuples are simpler and easier to use. The structure of XML-based data is less constrained and also more complicated, including tags, attributes, and name spaces. Furthermore, interfaces to access XML-based data, such as DOM [64], are relatively complex.

Structured I/O distinguishes between storage and networking, instead of providing a unified tuple space service [21, 26, 37, 79, 116], because such a separation better reflects how pervasive applications store and communicate data. On one hand, many applications need to modify stored data. For example, a personal information manager needs to be able to update stored contacts and appointments. Structured I/O storage lets applications overwrite stored tuples by simply writing a tuple with the same ID as the stored tuple. In contrast, tuple spaces only support the addition of new tuples, but existing tuples cannot be changed. On the other hand, some applications, such as streaming audio and video, need to directly communicate data in a timely fashion. Structured I/O networking provides that functionality. In contrast, tuple spaces store all tuples before delivering them and consequently retain them in storage. This is especially problematic for streaming audio and video, since data tends to be very large. As a result, tuple spaces represent a semantic mismatch for many pervasive applications, providing too little and too much functionality at the same time.

An additional concern is that tuple spaces are not amenable to layering in asynchronous systems. In particular, the in or take operation—an atomic read and delete—makes it hard to layer additional services, such as replication, on top of a tuple space. The problem is that the tuple to be deleted is only known after the in or take has been performed by the tuple space service, thus requiring
public interface EventHandler {
    Handle the event.
    public void handle(Event e);
}

Figure 4.2: The event handler interface. An event handler has a single method that takes the event to be processed as its only argument and returns no result.

that the replication layer intercept both the original request and the corresponding response. In contrast, a replication layer on top of structured I/O only needs to intercept requests, never responses, because requests for the destructive put and delete operations are sufficiently descriptive to specify the affected tuples.

4.3 Execution Model

Having described one.world's facilities for data management, we now turn to our architecture's execution model. In one.world, all functionality is implemented by event handlers that process asynchronous events. Events are appropriate for pervasive applications, as they make changes in an application's execution context—such as a person or device moving to a different location—explicit and thus provide the application with an opportunity to adapt to those changes. Since events are data, they too are represented by tuples. In addition to the ID and metadata fields common to all tuples, all events have a source field referencing an event handler. This event handler receives notification of failure conditions during event delivery and processing, as well as the response for request/response interactions. Furthermore, all events have a closure field, which can be of any allowable tuple field type including a tuple and is declared to be an Object. When responding to an event, by sending another event to the original event's source event handler, the closure of the original event is returned with the new event. Closures thus help simplify the implementation of event handlers, as applications can include any additional state needed for processing a response in the closure of the original request.

As shown in Figure 4.2, event handlers implement a uniform interface with a single method
that takes the event to be processed as its only argument and returns no result. Any result for a request/response interaction must be sent as a regular event to the event handler referenced by the request's source field. Event delivery has at-most-once semantics, both for local and remote event handling. For remote event handling, at-most-once semantics are appropriate because, in lieu of transactional delivery protocols (which are too heavy-weight for basic event delivery), a remote device may fail after it has accepted an event but before the intended recipient had an opportunity to process it. For local event handling, exactly-once delivery is the norm. However, at-most-once semantics allow one.world's implementation to recover from pathological overload conditions by selectively shedding load.

To simplify code reuse, application functionality is implemented by components. Components are units of code that support a uniform linking protocol and interact solely by exchanging events. They import and export event handlers, exposing the event handlers for linking, and are instantiated within specific environments. Although imported and exported event handlers can be added and removed after component creation, they are typically declared in a component's constructor. Imported and exported event handlers can be linked and unlinked at any time. After linking an imported event handler to an exported event handler, events sent to the imported event handler are processed by the exported event handler. Unlinking breaks this connection again. This relationship between imported
```java
public static void init(Environment env, Object closure) {
    // Create Emcee's component.
    Emcee comp = new Emcee(env);

    // Link the component with its environment.
    env.link("main", "main", comp);
    comp.link("request", "request", env);
}
```

Figure 4.4: Code example for initializing an application. An initialization method takes as its arguments the environment for the application and a closure, which can be used to pass additional arguments, for example, from a command line shell. The method shown in this figure first instantiates the Emcee component and then links that component with its environment. It links the main event handler imported by the environment `env` with the `main` event handler exported by the component `comp`, and the `request` event handler imported by the component `comp` with the `request` event handler exported by the environment `env`. The role of the `main` and `request` event handlers is explained in Chapter 4.3.1. Note that linked event handlers need not have the same name, although they do in this example. This code example is taken from Emcee's source code.

and exported event handlers is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

An application's main component has a static initialization method that instantiates its components and performs the initial linking. It is called by our architecture when loading the application into its environment through the `load` operation listed in Table 4.1. While the application is running, it can instantiate additional components, add and remove imported and exported event handlers, and relink and unlink components as needed. An example initialization method is shown in Figure 4.4. It instantiates a single component, representing Emcee's main component, and then performs two linking operations. After these simple initialization steps, the Emcee application is fully instantiated and ready to execute.

When an event is sent between components in different environments, the invocation of the exported, that is, receiving, event handler on the sent event is performed asynchronously. The corresponding invocation of the imported, that is, sending, event handler returns (almost) immediately. However, when an event is sent between components in the same environment, the event handler invocation is performed as a direct method call, so that the event is delivered reliably and efficiently.
This default can be overridden at link-time, so that events within the same environment are also sent asynchronously.

We chose to use asynchronous events instead of synchronous invocations through, for example, regular procedure calls or a mix between regular procedure calls and asynchronous callbacks for three reasons. First and foremost, asynchronous events provide a natural fit for pervasive computing, as applications often need to raise or react to events, such as sending or receiving a text message or adapting to the execution context after a migration. Second, where threads implicitly store execution state in registers and on stacks, events make the execution state explicit. Systems can thus directly access execution state, which is useful for implementing features such as event prioritization or checkpointing and migration. Finally, taking a cue from other research projects [23, 42, 50, 86, 114] that have successfully used asynchronous events at very different points of the device space, we believe that asynchronous events scale better across different classes of devices than threads.

We chose a uniform event handling interface because it greatly simplifies composition and interposition. Event handlers need to implement only a single method that takes as its sole argument the event to be processed. Events, in turn, have a well-defined structure and are self-describing, making dynamic inspection feasible. As a result, event handlers can easily be composed with each other. For instance, the uniform event handling interface enables a flexible component model, which supports the linking of any imported event handler to any exported event handler.

4.3.1 Interacting with the Kernel and Other Environments

To an application, its environment appears to be a regular component. Each environment imports an event handler called main, which must be linked to an application’s main component before the application can be started. It is used by one.world to notify the application of important events, such as activation, restoration, migration, or termination of the environment, and thus exposes contextual change to the application.

Each environment also exports an event handler called request and imports an event handler called monitor. Events sent to an environment’s request handler are delivered to the first ancestral environment whose monitor handler is linked. The root environment’s monitor handler is always linked to one.world’s kernel, which processes requests for environment operations, structured I/O,
discovery, and remote event passing. Consequently, the environment request handler provides our architecture's system call interface, and applications use it for interacting with the kernel. For example, Emcee's initialization method as shown in Figure 4.4 on page 36 links to its environment's request handler so that Emcee can utilize one.world's services. Furthermore, by linking to the monitor handler, an application can interpose on all events sent to a descendant's request handler. For example, a debugger can monitor any application simply by nesting the application in its environment, linking to its own monitor handler, and observing the application's request stream. Similarly, a replication service can synchronize any application's data with another device by intercepting the application's structured I/O operations (in fact, as described in Chapter 6.1.1, our replication service does exactly that). This use of the request/monitor mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4.5.

As already mentioned in Chapter 4.1, one.world enforces the nesting of environments by restricting access to tuple storage and environment operations, such as creating or deleting an environment, to the requesting environment and its descendants. When an application sends an event to its request handler, the event's metadata is tagged with the identity of the requesting environment. Before granting access to tuple storage or performing an operation on an environment, the kernel
verifies that the requesting environment is an ancestor of the environment being operated on.

We chose to represent environments as regular components, because it offers considerable flexibility and power. In particular, the request/monitor mechanism makes interposition trivial and greatly simplifies dynamic composition as illustrated above. Furthermore, because of the uniform event handler interface, the request/monitor mechanism is extensible; it can handle new event types without requiring any changes. Applications can inspect events using the tuple accessor methods shown in Figure 4.1 on page 31, or pass them unexamined up the environment hierarchy. Finally, the same mechanism can be used to provide security by interposing a reference monitor [3] and auditing by logging an application's request stream. It thus obviates the need for fixing a particular security mechanism or policy in one world's kernel [43].

4.3.2 Reliably Managing Event Exchanges

While asynchronous events provide a good fit for pervasive computing, they also raise the question of how to manage event exchanges, especially when compared to the more familiar thread-based programming model. Of particular concern are how to maintain the state associated with pending request/response interactions and how to detect failures, notably lost events. These issues are especially pressing for pervasive computing environments, where people and devices keep coming and going, and where failures are a common, not an exceptional, occurrence.

Because of our asynchronous execution model, we cannot rely on synchronous invocations, possibly using a thread per invocation, to maintain the state of pending request/response interactions and to detect failures. After all, any response to a request is delivered as a regular event and cannot be returned as the result from the original event handler invocation. Furthermore, as already argued in Chapter 2, we are suspect of a programming model that treats operations that may, and can frequently, fail just like regular procedure or method invocations. It too easily results in applications that do not appropriately account for all failure conditions. At the same time, in our experience with writing event-based code, established styles of event-based programming, such as event loops or state machines, are equally unsuitable. Because they combine all application logic into a single basic control block, they are only manageable for very simple applications that process few distinct events.
After some experimentation, we found the following approach, which we call the logic/operation pattern, considerably more successful. Under this pattern, an application is partitioned into logic and operations, which are implemented by separate sets of event handlers. Logic are computations that do not fail, barring catastrophic failures, such as creating and filling in a text message. Operations are interactions that may fail, such as sending a text or audio message to its intended recipients. Operations maintain the state associated with these request/response interactions and also include all necessary failure detection and recovery code. A failure condition is reflected to the appropriate logic only if recovery fails repeatedly or the failure condition cannot be recovered from in a general way. As a result, the logic/operation pattern, unlike synchronous invocations, cleanly separates actual application logic from outside interactions, notably I/O, and their failure detection and recovery. Furthermore, unlike event loops or state machines, the logic/operation pattern does allow for the nesting of logic and operations, thus supporting more modular application code and scaling better with application size.

The Operation library reifies the logic/operation pattern. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, it is an event handler that connects an event handler accepting requests with an event handler expecting responses. For every request sent to an operation, the operation keeps the state of the pending interaction, including the request's closure, and sends exactly one response to the event handler expecting responses. The operation automatically detects timeouts and performs retries. If all retries fail, it notifies the event handler expecting responses of the failure through an exceptional event.
operation = new Operation(0, Constants.OPERATION_TIMEOUT, 
                         timer, request, continuation);

Figure 4.7: Code example for creating an operation. The newly created operation does not perform 
any retries, times out after the default timeout, and uses the timer timer. Requests are sent to the 
request event handler and responses are forwarded to the continuation event handler. This 
code example is taken from Emcee’s source code.

Operations can be nested and can also be used on both sides of multi-round interactions, such 
as those found in many network protocols. As a result, operations provide an effective way for 
expressing complex interactions and structuring event-based applications.

To utilize the operation library, an application simply creates a new operation and then uses 
the operation instead of the original event handler for issuing requests. Example code for creating 
an operation is shown in Figure 4.7. The newly created operation connects the request event 
handler for receiving requests to the continuation event handler for receiving the corresponding 
responses. As shown in Figure 4.8 on page 45 and Figure 4.9 on page 50, the operation is then used 
for issuing requests instead of sending them to the request event handler directly.

4.4 Communication Model

To provide ubiquitous information access, pervasive applications need to frequently interact with 
remote devices and services. As a result, they need to easily locate remote resources and then communicate with them. In this section, we explore how one.world addresses these common application 
needs through service discovery, which provides the ability to locate resources by querying the corresponding resource descriptions, and remote event passing (REP), which provides point-to-point communications between devices. We discuss the two services together because they are not only part of our architecture’s communication model but they are also accessed through a single, integrated API. In summary, they are based on a simple model, under which applications name a remote event handler either by a query over a tuple for discovery or by its device and a GUID or name for REP. Discovery resolves the query in a directory that represents all discoverable resources on the
local network, while REP routes events directly to the specified device.

The primary challenge in designing the communications facilities for one.world is to provide services that are more flexible than established point-to-point communications technologies and support a rich set of communication patterns. In particular, as people and devices move through the physical world, service discovery assumes a critical role for pervasive applications. After all, if an application cannot locate necessary resources, it cannot function. However, previous discovery systems, such as Jini [5] and INS [2], expose considerably different APIs with distinct options, thus raising the question of what options to support in one.world’s discovery service.

To this end, we classify the major discovery options through a set of choices. As illustrated by the following discussion, all the options described below are indeed useful for pervasive applications, and, consequently, they are all supported by one.world’s discovery service. The first choice reflects the binding time and determines when to perform a discovery query. With early binding, an application first uses discovery to resolve a query and then point-to-point communications to interact with the resolved resource. Early binding is appropriate when an application needs to repeatedly send events to the same resource, such as a specific, close-by wall display, or when services can be expected to remain in the same location, such as those running on dedicated servers. In contrast, late binding [2] combines query resolution and event routing into a single operation, and the discovery service routes the event directly to the matching resource. While late binding introduces a performance overhead for every sent event, it also is the most responsive and thus most reliable form of communication in a highly dynamic environment. The second choice reflects the specificity and determines the number of resources receiving an event. Anycast sends the event to a single matching resource, such as the above mentioned wall display, while multicast sends the event to all matching resources, such as all users to chat with.

Taken together, the binding time and specificity cover the design space of previous discovery systems, where services make resources available under descriptors and clients query for matching resources. When determining which of these options to use in an application, the primary choice is whether to rely on early or late binding; whether to use anycast or multicast typically follows directly from the application’s requirements. In our experience, late binding is generally preferable over early binding for pervasive applications, as it is more responsive in an ever changing computing environment. However, if an application sends many, possibly large messages to the same receiver
in short succession, the overhead of repeatedly resolving discovery queries becomes too large, and early binding represents the more appropriate choice. At the same time, with early binding, the application needs to be prepared to rediscover the receiver if its computing context changes.

An additional, third choice reflects the query target and determines the entity on which to perform a discovery query. Typically, a query is performed on the resource descriptors, and the first two choices assume resource descriptors as query targets. However, the query can also be performed on the events themselves. In this case, an application receives all events sent through late binding discovery that match the query. Using the event as a query target constitutes a form of reverse lookup and is useful for implementing utilities that, for example, log and debug remote communications or bridge between different communication protocols by intercepting messages of one protocol and issuing those of the other. In the former example, the reverse lookups are observing, that is, they do not count as matches for anycasts, while in the latter example, the reverse lookups are consuming, that is, they count as matches for anycasts (after all, the intent is to intercept events).

With our classification of discovery options in place, we now turn to the API for discovery and remote event passing. Both services leverage our architecture's uniform data model and event handling interface to expose a common communications API, which supports all discovery options described above as well as point-to-point communications with only three operations, namely export, resolve, and send. In short, the export operation makes an event handler accessible across the network, while the resolve operation performs early binding discovery lookups, and the send operation routes events both for point-to-point communications and late binding discovery. Conceptually, our architecture's discovery service relies on a directory that represents all discoverable resources on the local network.

In detail, the three operations work as following:

**Export.** The export operation makes an event handler accessible across the network by establishing a mapping between a descriptor and the actual event handler; for discovery, all mappings are collected in a single directory for the local network. The descriptor's type determines how the event handler is exported. If the descriptor is null or a Name, the event handler is exported for point-to-point communications. If it is a Query, the event handler is exported for reverse lookups on the events sent through late binding discovery. For all other tuples, the
Table 4.3: Options for exporting event handlers to remote event passing and discovery. *Descriptor* specifies the tuple under which an event handler is exported. *Explanation* describes how the event handler can be accessed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>null</td>
<td>Make the event handler accessible through point-to-point communications. The event handler can be referenced by the GUID returned by the export operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Make the event handler accessible through point-to-point communications. The event handler can be referenced by the name contained in the Name tuple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
<td>Make the event handler accessible for reverse discovery lookups. An additional flag specifies whether the reverse lookups are consuming or observing. The former count as matches for anycast, while the latter do not. The event handler cannot be directly referenced. However, events sent through late binding discovery and matching the query are routed to the exported event handler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other tuples</td>
<td>Make the event handler accessible for regular discovery lookups. The event handler can be referenced by a query matching the specified tuple.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

event handler is exported for regular discovery lookups. Comparable to the use of leases for structured I/O (as described in Chapter 4.2.2), the resulting binding between the event handler and descriptor is leased.

Table 4.3 summarizes the options for exporting event handlers. Note that REP provides two alternatives for exporting event handlers, so that clients can either reference a specific service instance (through a GUID) or a service independent of the current instance (through a name). Furthermore, when exporting an event handler to discovery, the event handler is automatically exported for point-to-point communications as well (as if the descriptor was null), so that the discovery service can build on REP for its implementation.

**Resolve.** The *resolve* operation looks up event handlers in the discovery directory, so that they can be used for point-to-point communications. It takes a query and returns either any or all matching event handlers that have been previously exported for regular discovery lookups. If no event handler matches the query, the *resolve* operation results in a failure notification.

**Send.** The *send* operation sends an event to a previously exported event handler. The targeted event
SymbolicHandler destination;
if (null == fetchLocation) {
    Location is unknown: use discovery.
    destination = new DiscoveredResource(new
        Query("new Query("",
            Query.COMPARE_HAS_SUBTYPE,
            UserDescriptor.class),
        Query.BINARY_AND,
        new Query("user", Query.COMPARE_EQUAL, fetchUser)));
} else {
    Location is known: use point-to-point communications.
    destination = new
        NamedResource(fetchLocation, "User " + fetchUser);
}
operation.handle(new RemoteEvent(this, closure, destination, msg));

Figure 4.8: Code example for sending a remote event. This example sends the event msg for user fetchUser, whose location fetchLocation may or may not be known. If the location is not known, the event is sent through late binding discovery. The discovery query matches tuples of type UserDescriptor whose user field equals fetchUser. If the location is known, the event is sent through point-to-point communications. The operation forwards the RemoteEvent to one world's kernel, which then performs the actual send operation. This code example is taken from Emcee's source code.

handler is specified by a so-called symbolic handler that contains the information necessary for routing the event. For late binding discovery, the symbolic handler specifies the query and whether to perform anycast or multicast. The event is delivered to any or all event handlers matching the query in the discovery directory. For point-to-point communications, the symbolic handler specifies the device exporting the event handler and the corresponding GUID or name, and the event is delivered to the event handler that has been exported under the specified GUID or name on the specified device. Both for discovery and point-to-point communications, if no actual event handler matches the symbolic handler, the sender is notified of the failure condition.

Example code for sending an event through both late binding discovery and REP is shown in Figure 4.8. It illustrates how an application can easily switch between either late binding discovery
and point-to-point communications, simply by using a different symbolic handler. Switching from anycast to multicast for late binding discovery is even simpler, as it requires only an additional boolean argument for the constructor of the `DiscoveredResource`.

### 4.5 Application Persistence

As described in Chapter 4.1, environments are containers for applications, persistent data, and other environments. They provide structure by grouping applications and their data and by isolating different applications from each other. They also provide control by nesting environments within each other and by letting an outer environment interpose on an inner environment’s interactions with the kernel and outside world. However, providing structure and control is not enough. In particular, as pervasive applications often run on portable devices, it must be easy to protect them against major failures, such as a device’s batteries running out. More importantly and as mentioned several times already, it must be easy to build applications that follow a person from device to device as she moves through the physical world.

To address these important needs of pervasive applications, `one world` provides checkpointing and migration as common application building blocks. The checkpointing service provides the `checkpoint` and `restore` operations listed in Table 4.1 on page 29. The `checkpoint` operation captures the in-memory state of an environment tree and then stores the captured state as a tuple in the root of the checkpointed tree. The `restore` operation reads a previously stored checkpoint and restores the execution state to the saved state. The migration service provides the `move` and `copy` operations listed in Table 4.1. Both operations capture the in-memory state of an environment tree, move the environment tree, including the just created checkpoint and all stored tuples, to a different device, and then restore the checkpoint. They differ in that the `move` operation deletes the original environment tree, while the `copy` operation leaves the original tree in place. In contrast to transparent migration systems, such as Sprite [28], our architecture’s checkpointing and migration services are fully visible to applications. Notably, applications are explicitly notified after they have been restored from a checkpoint or have been migrated to a different device, so that they can adapt to a changed execution context.

As hinted at by this first description, the functionality of the checkpointing and migration ser-
vices can be defined more precisely in terms of three functions: \textit{capture-state()} to create a checkpoint tuple representing an environment tree's in-memory state, \textit{transfer-tree()} to communicate an environment tree's complete contents from one device to another, and \textit{restore-state()} to recreate an environment tree's in-memory state from a previously created checkpoint tuple. Using these three functions, the \textit{checkpoint} operation simply invokes \textit{capture-state()} and stores the resulting checkpoint tuple in the root of the environment tree, while the \textit{restore} operation reads such a checkpoint tuple and then invokes \textit{restore-state()} on the tuple. Both the \textit{move} and \textit{copy} operations represent a sequence of \textit{capture-state()}, \textit{transfer-tree()}, and \textit{restore-state()} invocations, with the difference that the \textit{move} operation also destroys the original environment tree. With this overview over our architecture's checkpointing and migration services in place, we now discuss the three functions in detail.

The \textit{capture-state()} function creates a bytestring representing an environment tree's in-memory state. It relies on the virtual machine to provide a uniform execution platform across different hardware architectures and on object serialization to convert between virtual machine objects and bytestrings. By traversing all objects reachable from a set of well-defined roots—the \textit{main} and \textit{monitor} event handlers introduced in Chapter 4.3.1, the \textit{capture-state()} function captures the in-memory state of the application objects instantiated in the environment tree. Since all communications in \textit{one-world} are through asynchronous events, the \textit{capture-state()} function also captures the environment tree's execution state by serializing pending \textit{event handler, event} invocations. Comparable to bus stops in Emerald [98], which define application states that are safe to migrate, execution state can only be captured for pending \textit{event handler, event} invocations. Invocations that are currently being executed need to run to completion; invocations that do not complete within a constant waiting period are forcibly terminated. The \textit{capture-state()} function does not capture the state of currently executing \textit{event handler, event} invocations, because capturing them requires access to the virtual machine's execution stack. However, many virtual machines, such as the Java virtual machine [70] but unlike the Squeak virtual machine [47], do not explicitly expose their execution stacks and would thus require modifications, which would limit portability.

While the \textit{capture-state()} function does capture the state of the environment tree's application objects and pending \textit{event handler, event} invocations, it does not include references to resources outside the environment tree. Since environments are isolated from each other, only references to
event handlers can be exchanged between environments: all other data is copied. Consequently, the \texttt{capture-state()} function tests each event handler whether it is implemented by code running in one of the environments in the tree. If the event handler is part of the tree, it is written to the checkpoint. If it is not part of the tree, it is replaced by a \texttt{null} value. Environments thus provide a well-defined boundary for the state included in a checkpoint, and nulling out event handlers provides a simple contract for revoking access to outside resources. The \texttt{capture-state()} function revokes access to outside resources in order to avoid residual dependencies [91], which require an altogether well-connected computing environment. However, pervasive computing environments, with their reliance on wireless networking technologies such as 802.11 [38] or Bluetooth [13], often exhibit weaker connectivity than traditional local networks [78, 102]. Furthermore, disconnected operation is a relatively frequent occurrence, for example, as people travel in cars or on airplanes, and connections, such as those using cell phones, often have high latency and low bandwidth.

The \texttt{transfer-tree()} function eagerly communicates an environment tree and all its contents, including the checkpointed in-memory state and all persistently stored tuples, from one device to another in one atomic operation. It is eager, again, because of the weaker connectivity typically found in pervasive computing environments. For a \texttt{move} operation, the \texttt{transfer-tree()} function invalidates references from the outside into the original environment tree to expose the change in location. When sending an event to such a reference, the event is not transparently redirected through a forwarding address [35]: instead, the sender is notified that the resource has been moved. Invalidating references from the outside into the tree is unnecessary for a \texttt{copy} operation, as the original tree remains in place. However, because the original tree remains in place, the \texttt{transfer-tree()} function assigns fresh GUIDs to the environments being communicated through a \texttt{copy} operation, thus avoiding duplicates.

The \texttt{restore-state()} function recreates an environment tree's in-memory state from a checkpoint tuple simply by deserializing it. It then notifies all environments in the tree that they have been restored, moved, or copied. This notification is delivered to each environment's \texttt{main} event handler before any other \texttt{(event handler, event)} invocation can be performed, which gives the code running in the environment the opportunity to restore access to outside resources before resuming regular event processing. Because the restored environment tree's execution context has likely changed, discovery becomes a central service for reconnecting to outside resources, and, as discussed in Chapter 4.4,
one.world's discovery service has been carefully designed to expose an easy-to-program and flexible interface. Furthermore, we believe that explicitly restoring access to outside resources does not place an additional burden on developers, as applications running on our architecture already need to explicitly acquire resources at other points in their life cycles, such as when they are activated.

One important issue in providing checkpointing and migration is how to control the use of the two services. This issue is especially pressing for migration, as potentially untrusted applications migrate from one device to another, and environment nesting, which gives an outer environment complete control over all nested environments, helps address it. On the sending side, an outer environment can use the request/monitor mechanism to intercept a request to be migrated (that has been issued by a nested environment) and either modify it or reject it. Similarly, on the receiving side, the future outer environments are notified by the transfer-tree() function that an environment is about to be migrated to this device, and they can modify the parent environment or reject the migration altogether. Environment nesting thus provides an effective mechanism for limiting how untrusted applications migrate across a network.

Environment nesting also enables an important pattern for initiating checkpointing and migration. Under this pattern, the logic to decide when to checkpoint and restore an application or when and where to migrate an application is factored into its own environment. As a result, the checkpointing or migration logic can be reused across different applications, thus simplifying the development of pervasive applications. In fact, this pattern is used by Emcee, one.world’s Finder-like application management utility: As illustrated by the example code in Figure 4.9, it leverages the environment nesting to trivially checkpoint, restore, and move all of a user’s applications.

Overall, one.world’s checkpointing and migration services leverage our architecture’s other services as much as possible to avoid complexity and to provide a clean and useful model for their operation. In particular, they rely on the virtual machine to provide a uniform execution environment across different devices and hardware architectures. They rely on environments to clearly delineate what state to capture and what state not to capture. They also rely on environments for controlling migration, both on the sending and the receiving side, and for factoring the checkpointing and migration logic out of pervasive applications. Furthermore, they rely on the integration of tuple storage with environments to save checkpoints with an application and to migrate an application’s data with itself. Next, they rely on asynchronous events to make an application’s execution
operation.handle(new
    EnvironmentEvent(null, this, EnvironmentEvent.CHECK_POINT,
    env.getld()));

operation.handle(new RestoreRequest(null, this, env.getld(), -1));

operation.handle(new
    MoveRequest(null, user, user, env.getld()),
    "sio: " + location + " User", false));

Figure 4.9: Code examples for checkpointing, restoring, and moving an environment. The first code snippet checkpoints a user's environment env. The second code snippet restores the latest checkpoint for a user's environment env. The third code snippet moves a user's environment user.env to the device named location. For all snippets, the operation forwards the event to one.world's kernel, which then performs the requested environment operation. Note that the first argument to each event's constructor is the source for that event and is automatically filled in by the operation. The code snippets are taken from Emcee's source code.

state explicit. They also rely on asynchronous events to notify the application of a completed restore, move, or copy operation, thus exposing the application's changed execution context. Finally, they rely on discovery so that an application can easily adapt to a changed execution context by restoring access to the appropriate resources. In other words, by building on the other elements of one.world's programming model, our architecture's checkpointing and migration services can provide important functionality not typically found in traditional operating systems.
Chapter 5

IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter, we present one.world's Java-based implementation. After a short overview, we explore the more interesting and challenging aspects in detail. In particular, we discuss the implementation of environments as application containers in Chapter 5.1, followed by our operation library in Chapter 5.2, discovery and remote event passing in Chapter 5.3, and checkpointing and migration in Chapter 5.4. We summarize the respective implementation challenges and their solutions in Chapter 5.5.

Our implementation of one.world is guided by two constraints. First, the implementation should be portable. In particular, it cannot require modifications to the underlying virtual machine, so that we can directly build on existing virtual machines. However, to keep the implementation effort manageable, we do allow for the use of external, platform-native libraries, even though such libraries may reduce portability. Note that, in contrast, all application code must be virtual machine code and cannot access platform-native libraries. Second, the implementation should be stable and efficient enough to support real-world usage in pervasive computing environments with several dozen people and devices—corresponding to shared spaces such as meeting rooms or laboratories. As exemplified by the Labscape digital laboratory application, which we introduced in Chapter 2.3 and discuss in detail in Chapter 6.4.2, pervasive computing environments of this scale are sufficient for gaining actual, everyday user experiences with our architecture. By limiting the targeted scale, we can thus focus our initial efforts on producing a stable and correct implementation, with the expectation that we will revisit scalability issues later on. We present quantitative results, which demonstrate that our implementation meets this constraint, as part of our experimental evaluation in Chapter 6.

The implementation of one.world currently runs on Windows and Linux PCs. It is largely written in Java, which provides us with a safe and portable execution platform. We use a small, native library to generate GUIDs, as they cannot be correctly generated in pure Java. Furthermore, we use the Berkeley DB [84] to implement reliable tuple storage. The Berkeley DB provides a trans-
actional hashtable on top of an unreliable file system and runs on a large number of operating systems, including Windows, VxWorks, and most Unix variants, thus ensuring the portability of our implementation. At the same time, to port one.world to smaller, handheld devices, such as HP’s iPaq, we anticipate replacing the Berkeley DB with a more light-weight, in-memory database, because memory on these devices is already persistent. Our implementation currently lacks support for transactions as part of structured I/O (though, the individual structured I/O operations are fully implemented) and for loading code from environments. As a result, applications cannot use transactions to group several structured I/O operations into a single, atomic unit, and application code must be manually distributed across all devices that are expected to run an application. We expect that adding these features to our implementation will be straightforward. Our implementation does, however, include library support for building GUI-based applications, for a command line shell, which is accessible both locally and remotely (through the telnet protocol) and thus simplifies the management of the different devices in a pervasive computing environment, and for converting between files and stored tuples, thus enabling the exchange of data between conventional operating systems and one.world.

one.world has been released as an open source package and is currently at version 0.7.1. The implementation has approximately 19,000 non-commenting source statements (NCSS). Our entire source tree, including regression tests, benchmarks, and applications, has approximately 40,000 NCSS or 109,000 lines of well-documented code, representing an overall development effort of about six man years. A Java archive file with the binaries for one.world itself is 514 KB. The GUID generation library requires 28 KB on Windows and 14 KB on Linux systems, while the Berkeley DB libraries require another 500 KB on Windows and 791 KB on Linux systems.

Our implementation does not rely on features that are unique to Java. It requires a type-safe execution environment, support for reflection and object serialization, the ability to control how applications use threads, and the ability to customize the code loading process. As a result, one.world could also be implemented on other platforms that provide these features, such as Microsoft’s common language runtime [104].
5.1 Environments as Application Containers

As described in the previous chapter, applications in one world execute asynchronously and in isolation from each other. They can only interact with each other through asynchronous events and may only reference event handlers implemented by other environments, never arbitrary objects. The challenge in providing asynchrony and isolation is to implement these features on a platform, the Java virtual machine, that provides neither: Java is based on a synchronous execution model, favoring multi-threaded code, and does not isolate objects belonging to different applications.

While several projects have explored how to provide either asynchrony or isolation for Java, none provide both at the same time. Notably, SEDA [114] implements asynchrony by separating application code into so-called stages that have their own event queues and thread pools to process enqueued events. But SEDA does not provide isolation between stages (a non-goal for SEDA, which is targeted at building scalable Internet services). Furthermore, it exposes the event processing machinery to application developers, requiring that events be explicitly enqueued in the appropriate queues and thus making it unnecessarily hard to write asynchronous code. In contrast, KaffeOS [7] does provide isolation for applications running on the same virtual machine. However, while KaffeOS builds on nested class loaders [68] to isolate the code of different applications, it still requires extensive modifications to the underlying virtual machine and, as a result, is not portable. Furthermore, while KaffeOS does allow for objects to be shared between applications, its reliance on explicitly configured, shared heaps exposes a somewhat awkward programming model that more closely resembles shared memory in traditional operating systems than the capability-based sharing model of Java and other extensible systems such as SPIN [9]. Finally, by using proxy objects, which, comparable to RPC stubs [12], mediate access to objects in different protection domains, the J-Kernel [111] does provide isolation without requiring modifications to the Java virtual machine. However, because, by default, it relies on Java serialization to copy data between applications, it has a relatively high overhead.

Our solution to implementing asynchrony and isolation is based on the realization that, by leveraging our architecture's uniform event handling interface and tuple-based data model, we can combine elements from all three systems discussed above while also avoiding their limitations. More specifically, as in SEDA, our implementation of asynchrony is based on event queues and thread
pools. Similarly, as in KaffeOS, our implementation of isolation is based on nested class loaders. However, because of our architecture's uniform event handling interface, we do not need to force developers to explicitly enqueue events in the appropriate event queues or to explicitly create heaps for sharing data. Rather, as in the J-Kernel, we use dynamically created proxy objects [96] that, comparable to RPC stubs, mediate access to event handlers in different environments. Because these proxy objects are event handlers themselves, which reference the original event handlers, we call them wrapped event handlers. The wrapped event handlers automatically enqueue events into the appropriate queues and, because of our architecture's tuple-based data model, copy events between protection domains without falling back on Java serialization. By combining event queues and thread pools, class loaders, and event handler wrapping, our implementation cleanly layers asynchrony and isolation on top of a virtual machine that supports neither. However, just like SEDA, our implementation requires the ability to control how applications create and use threads, and, just like KaffeOS, our implementation requires the ability to customize the code loading process. We now describe the three implementation techniques in detail.

At the most basic, each environment processes events independently from other environments by using its own queue of pending event handler event invocations and the corresponding thread pool to process the queue. Since asynchrony and concurrency are orthogonal concerns, the thread pool can either be fixed to a single thread (thus disallowing concurrency), or it can dynamically grow and shrink with load by using a thread pool controller, similar to the one used by SEDA. This way, an environment's thread pool adjusts to the actual load and consumes only as many threads (a limited resource for most operating systems) as actually necessary, up to a predetermined limit. Whether the thread pool is fixed to a single thread depends on the components instantiated in the environment. Each component declares whether it is concurrency-safe or not. If at least one component is not concurrency-safe, the environment's thread pool is fixed to a single thread; otherwise, it grows and shrinks with load.

One World's thread pool controller resembles SEDA's controller as following. Each dynamically sized pool has a minimum and a maximum number of threads. To dynamically shrink a pool, the threads in the pool observe themselves. If a thread is idle for longer than a predetermined duration and there are more threads than the minimum number, the thread terminates itself. To dynamically grow a pool, we rely on a controller thread. The controller thread periodically scans all queues of
pending `event handler, event' invocations. If a queue is more than half full, the controller adds more threads to the corresponding thread pool. Unlike SEDA, whose event queues are of unlimited length, our architecture’s queues of pending `event handler, event' invocations are of a fixed length (and we thus rely on a relative threshold instead of an absolute number of enqueued events to trigger the addition of threads). We believe that a fixed queue length better ensures a fair distribution of device resources between environments. In particular, a heavily overloaded environment cannot consume all available memory for its queue of pending `event handler, event' invocations.

In contrast to application environments, which all share the same thread pool configuration parameters, `one.world’s kernel relies on a dynamically sized thread pool with a larger minimum and maximum number of threads. As the kernel provides services shared by all applications, we can reasonably expect it to encounter a larger load and to thus require additional resources for processing events. Furthermore, because TCP effectively establishes a synchronous link between two devices, structured I/O networking uses an additional, internal queue and thread pool (fixed to a single thread) for each TCP connection. This way, an unresponsive device or slow network connection cannot back up the entire kernel. Rather, the internal queue of pending `event handler, event' invocations for that TCP connection will fill, and applications sending tuples will be notified that the communications channel is overloaded.

Nested class loaders are used to separate the code of applications in different protection domains. They are arranged in a simple hierarchy, with one root class loader having a child class loader for every application’s protection domain, similar to the class loader hierarchy in KaffeOS. The root class loader is responsible for loading core classes, including `one.world’s kernel, and is created on startup. Child class loaders load applications’ code, but defer to the root class loader for Java’s platform classes and `one.world’s core classes. Since child class loaders isolate code in different protection domains, their lifetimes are dependent on the applications’ lifetimes. They are created when an application is loaded into an environment or when it migrates to a device, and they are destroyed when the application’s environment is destroyed or when the application moves to another device. As a result, core classes are shared between protection domains and loaded once, and application code only needs to be in memory while an application is running.

Event handler wrapping ensures that events are automatically placed into the appropriate `(event handler, event)` queue and that arbitrary object references cannot be leaked between pro-
tection domains. The idea behind event handler wrapping is that an application cannot directly reference an event handler originating from another environment, but only a proxy object mediating access to the original event handler. It is comparable to the use of stubs in RPC systems or the use of proxy objects in the J-Kernel. An application initially accesses event handlers in other environments by linking with event handlers exported by components in other environments, such as its environment’s request handler, which is implemented by the root environment. The linker performs the event handler wrapping as part of the linking process. Any additional wrapping is then performed by the wrapped event handlers themselves.

A wrapped event handler keeps internal references to the original, unwrapped event handler, the unwrapped event handler’s environment—which we call the target environment because it receives events, and the environment using the wrapped handler—which we call the source environment because it sends events. When an event is sent to a wrapped event handler, the wrapped event handler first ensures that all event handlers referenced by the event are correctly wrapped. By using the tuple accessor methods shown in Figure 4.1 on page 31, it traverses all fields of the event, including the fields of nested tuples, and modifies event handlers in place as necessary. If the protection domains of the source and target environments differ, the wrapped event handler then copies the event. Events whose classes were loaded by the root class loader are simply copied, because their code is shared between all protection domains. Events whose classes were loaded by a child class loader are recreated using the class loader of the target environment’s protection domain, because their code is not shared between protection domains. If the source environment is destroyed, the events’ code is still accessible in the target environment’s protection domain, thus preserving the isolation between the different protection domains. Because tuples are highly structured and tuple field types are limited, the event copy and recreation code can avoid using Java serialization; instead, it traverses the event and directly copies basic types, such as numbers and strings, and employs reflection to recreate arrays and nested tuples. After wrapping and, if necessary, copying the event, the wrapped event handler enqueues the unwrapped event handler and the resulting event in the target environment’s (event handler, event) queue. If the target environment’s (event handler, event) queue is full, it instead enqueues a failure notification in the source environment’s (event handler, event) queue (hence the internal reference to the source environment).

Copying events and wrapping event handlers is sufficient to prevent protection domain leaks
because tuples and event handlers are the only entities applications can define themselves. All other types that can be used in tuples are defined by our architecture and cannot reference arbitrary objects. Note that wrapping event handlers in place before copying events does not represent a security hole. As described above, our implementation first wraps all event handlers referenced by an event in place, replacing the unwrapped versions with the corresponding wrapped ones, and only then copies the event. A malicious application, in a different execution thread, might thus change back an already wrapped event handler to an unwrapped one and consequently leak a direct event handler reference to a different protection domain. However, the event copy and recreation code only copies references to wrapped event handlers, but never unwrapped event handlers, thus avoiding this security hole.

Taken together, event queues and thread pools, nested class loaders, and event handler wrapping isolate environments from each other and provide a well-defined method for asynchronously communicating between them. By building on our architecture’s uniform event handler interface and tuple-based data model, our implementation automates the copying and enqueuing of events and consequently exposes a clean and simple event-based programming interface to developers. Furthermore, it does not require modifications to the Java virtual machine and is completely portable, while also avoiding the relatively high overhead of Java serialization. In other words, our implementation provides both asynchrony and isolation on top of a virtual machine that provides neither, while also avoiding the major limitations of SEDA, KaffeOS, and the J-Kernel.

5.2 Reliable Event Exchanges through Operations

As described in Chapter 4.3, event delivery in one.world has only at-most-once semantics. In particular, the request/monitor mechanism may silently drop an event when both the source and target environment’s event queues are full. Furthermore, as in other distributed systems, a remote receiver may fail before receiving the original request or before returning a response. Our reliance on asynchrony thus raises the question of how to reliably communicate through events. Traditionally, distributed systems have employed transactions [30, 71] to provide failure detection and recovery. However, because transactions also provide isolation and durability, they are too general and, as a result, too heavy-weight. As described in Chapter 4.3.2, the operation library provides a more
targeted and consequently more light-weight alternative for reliably communicating through events. It matches each request with exactly one response and automatically detects timeouts and performs retries. The challenge in implementing the operation library is to support all common event exchange patterns, including local and remote event exchanges as well as both sides for multi-round interactions.

Our solution is based on the realization that, because events are exchanged through a uniform event handler interface and because a request’s closure is returned with the corresponding response, we can easily interpose on all interactions and rely on event closures for marking and tracking event exchanges. For regular event exchanges, we employ a technique we call closure replacement, under which the application-supplied closure for the request is replaced with the operation library’s own closure and, before returning the corresponding response to the application, restored in the response. More specifically, the operation library replaces a request’s closure with its own closure, simply a GUID, and stores the corresponding state, including the original closure, the starting time of the event exchange, and the number of retries left, in an internal table, keyed by that GUID. It also replaces the request’s source event handler with its own source. When it receives a response on that event handler, it uses the response’s closure to access the corresponding state in its table and restores the original closure before forwarding the response to the application. For remote events (which are used to perform send operations as shown in Figure 4.8 on page 45), the implementation also replaces the closure of the nested event (the msg event in the sample code). This is necessary because a response from the remote receiver will contain the nested closure while a failure notification created during event delivery will contain the closure of the remote event.

To detect timeouts, the operation library periodically scans its table for expired request/response interactions. For efficiency reasons, scans traverse the table entries along a doubly-linked list that is ordered by timeout. They are triggered by a single, periodic timer. While this results in a loss of timeout precision, it also is considerably more scalable than using a timer for each request/response interaction. If a request/response interaction has expired, the operation library either retries the request or, after all retries have been unsuccessful, notifies the appropriate application logic of the timeout.

Closure replacement by operations not only forms the basis for tracking event exchanges, it also provides applications with additional flexibility when compared to event exchanges that are
Figure 5.1: Illustration of Emcee’s fetcher protocol. The vertical arrows indicate the flow of time for the two protocol participants. The slanted arrows indicate the four messages exchanged by the fetcher and fetchee. This protocol is used by Emcee to fetch all of a user’s applications from a remote device (the fetchee) to the current device (the fetcher). At its core, it represents a simple challenge/response interchange.

not managed by operations. Without operations, an application may only use event closures that also have valid tuple field types. Furthermore, since closures are visible to the events’ receivers but typically hold state that is internal to an application and needed for processing responses, closures may leak sensitive application data. Closure replacement through operations avoids both limitations, because an application-supplied closure is immediately replaced by the operation’s own closure. As a result, the application-supplied closure is never tested for compliance with valid tuple field types— as compliance testing is only performed when copying events in a wrapped event handler—and never leaves the application’s protection domain. The implementation of Emcee, for example, relies on this feature of our operation library to use arbitrary objects as event closures, which simplifies Emcee’s event processing logic.

However, closure replacement breaks down when operations are used on both sides of multi-round interactions because the operations are not nested within each other. To illustrate the problem
with closure replacement for multi-round interactions, consider the fetcher protocol illustrated in Figure 5.1, which is used by Ernec to fetch all of a user's applications. After the fetcher announces its intent to fetch a user's applications through the "Come here!" message, the protocol authenticates the user through a simple challenge/response interaction. The fetchee issues a challenge in the "I challenge you!" message, and the fetcher returns a new value computed from the challenge and a shared secret (the user's password) in the "I accept the challenge" message, thus authenticating the user. The "Coming..." message concludes the protocol by confirming a valid response. The fetcher's implementation of this protocol uses an operation to send the "Come here!" and the "I accept the challenge" messages, and the fetchee's implementation uses an operation to send the "I challenge you!" message. However, even if the fetchee correctly copies the closure from the "Come here!" message into the "I challenge you!" message, its use of the operation library results in the closure being replaced and the fetcher's operation never seeing its own closure. As a result, the protocol times out and never completes.

To address this problem, the operation library supports a special type of closure, called a chaining closure. A chaining closure is a tuple with no additional fields besides the ID and metadata fields common to all tuples. The contract is that when the original closure of a request is a chaining closure (or a subtype), the operation library does not replace the closure. Rather, it passes the provided closure through and tracks the request/response interaction based on the ID of the chaining closure. As a result, applications can implement multi-round interactions while still relying on operations to detect timeouts and perform retries on both sides. In the above example, the fetcher creates a new chaining closure for the "Come here!" message, which is then passed from message to message (hence the name) and never replaced.

By using closures to mark and track event exchanges, our implementation of the operation library reliably manages request/response interactions. It matches each request with exactly one response and automatically detects timeouts and performs retries, thus simplifying the development of event-based applications. However, because closures are visible to the application developer, the use of the operation library also requires some developer discipline. Notably, depending on the type of event exchange managed by the operation library, a developer may use any closure—for regular event exchanges—or must use chaining closures—for multi-round interactions. Furthermore, when implementing service functionality, a developer must ensure that the request's closure is copied into
the response: though, *one.world's* library support for implementing event handlers does this automatically. Overall, in our experience with using the operation library, the advantages of having reliable event exchanges far outweigh the discipline required in using the library.

### 5.3 Discovery and Remote Event Passing

As described in Chapter 4.4, discovery and remote event passing provide the ability to locate resources and send events to them. The single most important requirement for implementing the two services is that discovery be almost always available. After all, if discovery is not available, applications cannot locate necessary resources and thus cannot adapt to changes in their runtime context.

Our implementation relies on a centralized server, which holds the discovery directory and, to ensure availability, is automatically elected from all devices running *one.world* on the local network. Discovery server elections eliminate the need for manual configuration and administration and thus make it possible to use discovery outside well-managed computing environments, such as a conference site. With discovery server elections, the conference attendees can exchange contacts and collaborate on presentations, simply by enabling their devices' wireless capabilities.

The challenge in implementing discovery server elections is that they must be called early and complete quickly, so that discovery adjusts swiftly to changes in device and network topology. As a result, we cannot rely on traditional consensus algorithms. Notably, the Paxos algorithm, an optimal algorithm for reaching consensus in asynchronous networks [61, 62], requires answers from a majority of participants and may thus introduce considerable delays. Furthermore, Paxos already requires an elected leader, exactly what we are trying to implement. Our solution is based on the realization that pervasive applications do not require consensus on which discovery server to use; they only require that the server actually used has the complete discovery directory. In other words, we can implement elections so that they are called early and complete quickly, even though this may lead to inconsistencies, as long as we also make discovery tolerate such inconsistencies.

However, before discussing our implementation of discovery in detail, we first review the implementation of remote event passing, as discovery builds on REP. To provide point-to-point communications, REP relies on a table mapping the GUIDs and names encapsulated by symbolic handlers to actual event handlers. Mappings are added through the *export* operation and removed when the
corresponding leases are canceled or expire. To send an event through point-to-point communications, REP forwards the event to the device specified by the symbolic handler, where the GUID or name is resolved to an event handler by performing a table lookup, and the event is delivered to that event handler. The implementation uses structured I/O networking to communicate events between devices, across either UDP or TCP. REP defaults to TCP, but senders can override this default when sending an event. The choice of UDP or TCP affects the reliability and timeliness of event delivery between devices, but has no other application-visible effect. For TCP-based communications, REP maintains a cache of connections to avoid recreating connections. Furthermore, sending events across the network is avoided altogether if the sender and the receiver are on the same device [8].

Discovery is implemented on top of REP's point-to-point communications and is split into three components: a discovery client, which services all applications running on a device, a discovery server, which holds the discovery directory, and an election manager, which ensures that the discovery server is available. Consistent with their roles, the discovery client and election manager run on every device, while the server usually runs on only one device for a local network. In summary, elections are called aggressively and terminate after a fixed time period, which ensures that a discovery server is almost always available but can also lead to more than one elected discovery server (though, never none). To tolerate such inconsistencies, the discovery directory held by the server is treated as soft state. Only clients hold the authoritative state, which they forward to all visible servers. However, when servicing discovery requests, they only consult one visible server.

In detail, the discovery client is responsible for maintaining the 'event handler, descriptor' bindings for all applications running on a device and thus holds the authoritative version of that state. Additionally, it is responsible for forwarding discovery requests to the discovery server. To maintain discovery bindings, the discovery client uses an internal table. Just as for point-to-point communications, bindings are added through the export operation and removed when the corresponding leases are canceled or expire. When a discovery server becomes visible on the local network, the discovery client propagates all bindings to the server, thus ensuring that every server on the local network sees the device's bindings. Server-side bindings are leased and the discovery client maintains these internal leases. To forward discovery requests, the discovery client simply sends the requests to one of the currently visible servers.

The discovery server is responsible for actually servicing discovery requests. It accepts the
bindings propagated by discovery clients and integrates them into a single table for all applications on the local network, which, in contrast to the clients' tables, is soft state. Descriptors that are identical, ignoring tuple IDs and metadata, are collapsed into a single table entry pointing to multiple remote references to improve the performance of query processing.

When processing a resolve operation, the discovery server looks up matching services and returns the result to the discovery client that forwarded the operation. When processing a late binding send operation (which, as described in Chapter 4.4, combines a discovery lookup with the routing of an event into a single operation), the discovery server first processes observing reverse lookups on the event and forwards the event to all matching services. It then processes forward lookups on the resource descriptors as well as consuming reverse lookups on the event and forwards the event to one matching service for anycast and to all matching services for multicast. For both operations, if no service matches, a failure notification is reflected back to the sending application.

The election manager is responsible for ensuring that a discovery server is present on the local network. The current discovery server periodically announces its presence, every second in our implementation. Announcements are sent as UDP multicasts through structured I/O networking. The election manager listens for discovery server announcements. If it does not receive announcements for two announcement periods, it calls an election, thus allowing for one but not more consecutively lost announcements. During an election, each device broadcasts a score representing the device's suitability for hosting the discovery server. In our implementation, this score is computed from a device's uptime and memory size, as both statistics are readily available within Java and, taken together, favor larger and more stable devices. Obviously, this heuristic should be improved by also accounting for CPU speed and available network bandwidth, even though they are not as readily available within Java. During the election, each device also observes the other devices' broadcasts and keeps track of the currently highest score. The election is terminated after a fixed period, one second in our implementation, and the device with the highest score starts the discovery server.

Since each device already tracks the currently highest score, our implementation includes an optimization, under which a device only broadcasts its score if it is higher than the currently highest score. Consequently, the cost of electing a discovery server on a network with \( n \) devices is at most \( n + 1 \) broadcast messages, one message to start the election and at most one message per device to announce its score. This cost is small, as long as the cost of sending a broadcast message is com-
parable to the cost of sending a unicast message—which is the case for most local area networking technologies, including Ethernet for wired networks and 802.11 [38] for wireless networks. However, the cost of sending broadcast messages also limits the number of devices that can participate in an election, as at most \( n + 1 \) messages need to fit into an election period. If more devices try to participate in an election, a new discovery server will still be elected; though, it may not be the device with the highest score, as that device may not have an opportunity to broadcast its score.

To reduce the period during which discovery may be unavailable, our implementation includes additional optimizations, under which the discovery client and server proactively call elections without waiting for two missed server announcements. In particular, the discovery client calls an election when it receives a malformed or unexpected event indicating that the current discovery has failed. Furthermore, the current discovery server calls an election when its device is about to be shut down.

Overall, the discovery service can be in one of three states, depending on how many discovery servers are currently running within the network:

**No discovery server.** This is an exceptional state, under which discovery is temporarily unavailable. This state can be reached when the device running the server crashes or when the network becomes partitioned. After two missed announcements, the election manager on one of the remaining devices initiates an election and a new discovery server is started. So, after a maximum period of three seconds—two missed announcements, each one second apart, and an election one second long, at least one discovery server is running again on the network. Clients see the announcements from the new discovery server and forward their bindings to the server. No discovery state is lost, because the discovery server's table is only soft state.

**One discovery server.** This is the normal state, and discovery works as expected. The current server adds new (event handler, descriptor) bindings to its table, removes expired bindings, and processes requests as they are forwarded by clients. A device entering the local network sees the current server's announcement within one second, forwards all current bindings to the server, and thus becomes part of the local network.

**More than one discovery servers.** This is an exceptional state, though discovery is fully available. This state can be reached when two network partitions are merged, or when messages are
lost during an election and two devices start a discovery server. It is also entered when the
discovery server proactively calls an election as its device is shut down. Discovery remains
fully available, because clients export their `event handler descriptor` bindings to all visible
servers but forward requests to only one server. When a discovery server sees an announce-
ment from another server with a higher score (which usually happens within one second), the
server with the lower score shuts itself down and the network returns to the normal state.

Our server-based implementation of discovery is largely transparent to applications. Only a
server crash or a network partition result in a short transitional period, during which discovery is
effectively unavailable as discovery lookups do not return any results—after all, there is no discovery
directory. This transitional period could usually be hidden by using more than one discovery server
in the normal case. Note that modifying the implementation to utilize more than one discovery server
in the normal case represents a relatively simple change, because discovery clients already work with more
than one server. Further note that using more than one server can also improve the scalability of our
discovery service by load balancing requests across several servers.

By relying on an elected discovery server, our implementation of `oneworld`'s discovery service
ensures that discovery is almost always available. Elections are called aggressively and, in contrast
to consensus algorithms which require answers from a majority of participants, complete after a
fixed period. Elections may thus result in a less than optimal selection—when the device with the
highest score did not have an opportunity to broadcast its score—or even to more than one elected
server—when broadcasts where not seen by all devices. To tolerate such inconsistencies, a server's
state is treated as soft state, and clients, which hold the authoritative version, forward their state to
all visible servers. Though, they forward requests to only one visible server. Our implementation
is limited by the cost of sending broadcast messages, as, on a network with $n$ devices, at most $n+1$
messages need to fit into an election period.

5.4 Checkpointing and Migration

`oneworld`'s checkpointing and migration services are novel in that they leverage our architecture's
environment hierarchy to limit the state that is checkpointed and migrated, respectively: an applica-
tion's components and data are preserved while references to resources outside the tree are not.
This design provides application developers with a simple and well-defined model for what state is affected by the two services. It also marks a new and, we believe, reasonable trade-off between service features and implementation complexity. In particular, visibly erasing outside references not only avoids much of the complexity of transparent migration systems, such as Sprite [28] or Emerald [56, 98], but also enables our services to operate under weak or intermittent connectivity—when migrating from one device to another, the two devices only need to be connected while the move or copy operation is in progress. Furthermore, besides erasing outside references, our migration service migrates an application’s entire state, including its execution state and persistent data, thus providing more functionality than most agent systems, such as IBM’s Aglets [63], which only migrate an application’s objects but not its execution state nor persistent data. We provide a detailed comparison with other migration systems in Chapter 8. In this section, we describe how our architecture captures and restores the in-memory state of an environment tree and then present how the checkpointing and migration services build on this shared functionality.

At the core of checkpointing and migration lies the ability to capture and restore the in-memory state of an environment tree. The challenge in implementing this shared functionality is to preserve the state of the entire tree, even if the tree spans several protection domains, while also erasing references to outside resources. By comparison, previous migration systems either move one process, and therefore one protection domain, at a time—as is the case for Sprite—or do not provide isolation at all—as is the case for Emerald and Aglets. Furthermore, as noted above, Aglets does not even migrate an application’s execution state. Our implementation meets this challenge through two techniques: it inspects wrapped event handlers to determine which references to null out and annotates Java classes with their class loader to preserve protection domains. Our implementation directly builds on the implementation of environments as application containers (as described in Chapter 5.1) and, consequently, does not require any additional mechanism. In other words, by implementing protection on top of the virtual machine, capturing the state of several protection domains in one consistent checkpoint becomes manageable. Similarly, by implementing asynchrony through explicit event queues and thread pools, capturing the applications’ execution state becomes feasible.

When capturing the in-memory state of an environment tree, our implementation first quiesces all environments in the tree, so that it can capture a consistent snapshot. In particular, it lets all cur-
rently active event handler invocations run to completion and prevents new invocations from being executed. Once the environment tree is quiesced, our implementation serializes each environment's main and monitor handlers as well as \texttt{(event handler, event)} queue. During serialization, our implementation inspects every wrapped handler and nulls out those handlers whose target environment is not in the environment tree, thus preserving references between environments in the tree but not to environments outside the tree. Note that our implementation does serialize request handlers belonging to environments in the tree (even though their target environment is the root environment), so that applications can still communicate with the kernel and the outside world after restoration of the checkpoint. Furthermore, Java classes are annotated with their protection domain, that is, class loader. When deserializing a Java class, the class can then be loaded by the appropriate class loader, thus preserving the protection domains in the environment tree. Once serialization is complete, the environment tree is reactivated. The resulting checkpoint is represented as a \texttt{Checkpoint} tuple, which contains the serialized application state, the identifiers for the environments in the checkpoint, and a timestamp. When restoring a checkpoint, our implementation simply deserializes the application state contained in the \texttt{Checkpoint} tuple, enqueues an appropriate notification at the beginning of each environment's \texttt{(event handler, event)} queue, and then reactivates the environments in the tree.

The implementation of checkpointing uses structured I/O to read and write \texttt{Checkpoint} tuples. After creating a checkpoint, it writes the checkpoint to the root of the checkpointed environment tree by using a structured I/O \texttt{put} operation. The checkpoint thus becomes a part of the application and, for example, is moved with the application when the application is migrated. When restoring a checkpoint, our implementation can either restore a checkpoint with a specific timestamp or the latest checkpoint. A specific checkpoint is read using a structured I/O \texttt{read} operation that queries for a \texttt{Checkpoint} tuple with the specified timestamp. The latest checkpoint is read by using a structured I/O \texttt{query} operation and then iterating over all \texttt{Checkpoint} tuples to determine the latest checkpoint.

The implementation of migration relies on a network protocol to communicate the migrating environment tree, including the environments' metadata, stored tuples, and in-memory state (as represented by the previously generated \texttt{Checkpoint} tuple), from one device to another. The protocol is implemented using our architecture's remote events and is organized into several rounds, where
each event issued by the sender is confirmed by the receiver, thus providing a very simple form of flow control. Both sender and receiver use operations to manage the event interchanges, employing a ChainingClosure as described in Chapter 5.2. The sender’s operation connects each request to its response, while the receiver’s operation connects each response to the next request. If an event is lost or an error occurs, the protocol and consequently the migration are aborted. The protocol is described in detail in Appendix A.

Our implementation does not yet migrate program binaries, that is, the applications’ Java class data. Rather, Java classes are loaded from a device’s local classpath and not migrated. In contrast, one.world’s design calls for storing class data as tuples in an application’s environment and then migrating the class data with the application. However, we believe that this design may be too simplistic, as class data shared between applications is stored several times and may be repeatedly migrated. We thus suggest an improved design that still stores class data as tuples in individual environments but also backs class data by a shared cache, effectively storing each class only once. With the improved design, class data is only migrated if the necessary classes are not already in the cache.

The complexity of one.world’s migration service, as measured by its code size, is quite reasonable. With approximately 1,600 statements, it amounts to only 8% of the overall kernel sources. In particular, the code for checkpointing and the migration protocol comprises about 1200 statements out of about 2500 statements for all environment operations. The code for migrating stored tuples comprises an additional 300 statements out of about 2000 statements for all tuple storage operations. Furthermore, we incur some cost for making all core objects serializable, typically less than 10 relatively formulate statements per class. At the same time, one.world’s support for migration just as for previous migration systems, does interact with several aspects of our architecture’s kernel, resulting in five tightly interdependent classes at the core of one.world. Note that application classes also need to be serializable; though, making them serializable is typically easier than for one.world’s core objects, requiring no or very little additional code in the common case.

By building on our implementation of asynchrony and isolation, the implementation of one.world’s checkpointing and migration services can directly capture an environment tree’s state while also erasing references to outside resources. As a result, and in contrast to previous migration systems, our implementation can easily checkpoint and migrate several protection domains in one
Table 5.1: Summary of implementation challenges. *Feature* specifies the property of our architecture. *Challenge* describes why that feature is hard to implement, and *Insight* describes the basic realization behind our solution. *Solution* lists the specific techniques used to meet the challenge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Insight</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asynchrony &amp; isolation.</td>
<td>Java virtual machine provides neither.</td>
<td>We can easily interpose on all event-based interactions and thus control how applications interact.</td>
<td>Utilize per-environment event queues and thread pools to implement basic asynchrony; load code with distinct class loaders to separate applications in different protection domains; wrap event handlers passed between environments to automate enqueuing of events and to enforce isolation. Interpose on client's interactions with outside services; replace event closures to track event exchanges, providing automatic timeouts and retries; use <code>ChainingClosure</code> for both sides of multi-round interactions. Rely on elected discovery server that holds only soft state; call elections early and finish them after a fixed period; make clients tolerate inconsistencies by exporting bindings to all servers but by forwarding requests to only one server. Inspect wrapped event handlers and erase only event handlers implemented by environments outside the tree; annotate classes with their protection domains and load them with the corresponding class loader while restoring the checkpoint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable event delivery.</td>
<td>Basic event delivery has at-most-once semantics.</td>
<td>We can mark and track all event exchanges.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of discovery.</td>
<td>Traditional consensus algorithms are too heavyweight and may already require a leader.</td>
<td>We do not require consistency, only fast elections.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness of checkpoints.</td>
<td>Checkpoints must preserve internal structure of environment tree but cannot retain outside references.</td>
<td>We already have access to all necessary information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
operation. Furthermore, in contrast to many mobile agent systems, it can easily capture the environment tree's execution state. However, because execution stacks are implicitly provided by the underlying virtual machine, it can only capture the execution state of pending \textit{event handler \textit{event} invocations, but not currently executing ones. Capturing the state of currently executing \textit{event handler \textit{event}} invocations would require modifications to the virtual machine.

5.5 \textbf{Summary}

In this chapter, we provided an overview of \textit{one.world}'s implementation and then discussed its more interesting aspects in detail. As summarized in Table 5.1, each of the previous four sections presented a particular implementation challenge and the corresponding solution. In particular, to provide asynchrony and isolation on top of the Java virtual machine, our implementation uses event queues and thread pools, nested class loaders, and event handler wrapping. To provide reliable event delivery on top of unreliable events, our implementation interposes on clients' interactions with outside services and relies on closure replacement and chaining closures to track these interactions. To ensure the availability of discovery without running a traditional consensus algorithm, our implementation relies on an elected discovery server that holds only soft state. Elections are called early and complete within a fixed time period. Discovery clients tolerate any resulting inconsistencies by exporting bindings to all servers while forwarding requests to only one server. Finally, to create a checkpoint that preserves the structure of an environment tree while also erasing outside references, our implementation inspects wrapped event handlers, only nulling out those implemented by environments outside the tree, and annotates classes with their protection domains, thus making it possible to load them with the appropriate class loader while restoring the checkpoint.
Chapter 6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this chapter, we introduce the user-space services, utilities, and applications we and others have built and present the results of our experimental evaluation, which is based on these programs. The goal is to answer the question of whether *one.world* is good enough for building pervasive applications. Or, to be more in line with the hypothesis presented in Chapter 1, we are trying to determine whether focusing on the unique requirements of pervasive computing has resulted in a system architecture that enables developers to effectively build adaptable applications so that users do not have to constantly reconfigure their systems. However, both questions, by themselves, are rather general and hard to answer. Accordingly, we rely on four, more specific criteria and corresponding questions to evaluate our architecture:

**Completeness.** Can we build useful programs using *one.world*'s primitives? This criterion determines whether our architecture is sufficiently powerful and extensible to support interesting user-space programs, including additional services and utilities akin to the Unix shell.

**Complexity.** How hard is it to write code in *one.world*? This criterion determines the effort involved in developing programs for our architecture. We are especially interested in how making applications adaptable impacts programmer productivity.

**Performance.** Is system performance acceptable? This criterion determines whether our architecture performs well enough to support actual application workloads. Since our goal is to make applications adaptable, we are especially interested in whether applications respond quickly to changes in their runtime context.

**Utility.** Have we enabled others to be successful? This criterion determines whether others can build real pervasive applications on top of *one.world*. It also represents the most important
criterion. After all, a system architecture is only as useful as the programs running on top of it.

We address these four criteria in the rest of this chapter, one criterion per section, and introduce the user-space programs we and others built for our architecture along the way, presenting our own programs in Chapter 6.1 and the programs others built in Chapter 6.4. To summarize the results, we show that one.world (1) is sufficiently complete to support interesting programs on top of it, (2) is not significantly harder to program than with conventional programming styles, (3) has acceptable performance, with applications reacting quickly to changes in their runtime context, and, most importantly, (4) enables others to successfully build pervasive applications. In other words, our experimental results show that one.world does, in fact, enable developers to build applications that adapt to change instead of forcing users to constantly reconfigure their systems and, consequently, they confirm the hypothesis behind this dissertation.

6.1 Completeness

To evaluate our architecture, including to determine completeness, we built a set of user-space programs. In this section, we first describe their functionality and implementations and highlight how they utilize one.world’s services. In particular, we present a replication service in Chapter 6.1.1, followed by Emcee—our user and application management utility—as well as Chat—our text and audio messaging application—in Chapter 6.1.2. We then discuss the results regarding completeness in Chapter 6.1.3.

6.1.1 Replication Service

To provide ubiquitous access to people’s information, pervasive applications need to access the corresponding data items, even if several people share the same data and access it from different and possibly disconnected devices. One important strategy for providing this capability is to replicate the data. Our replication service does just that and makes stored tuples accessible on multiple devices that may be disconnected. By providing replication as a common application building block, our replication service simplifies the development of pervasive applications, as developers need not reimplement this important, but also complex capability.
Our replication service is patterned after Gray et al.'s two-tier replication model [41]. A master node owns all data and replicas have copies of that data. Replicas can either be connected or disconnected. In connected mode, updates are final and performed directly on the master. In disconnected mode, updates are tentative and logged on the replica. When a replica becomes connected again, it synchronizes with the master by replaying its log against the master and by receiving updates from the master. The replica may then disconnect again or continue in connected mode.

We chose two-tier replication over Bayou's epidemic replication model [88, 102] for two reasons. First, two-tier replication is easier to explain to users, as tentative updates may only change once, during synchronization, and not repeatedly. Relying on an easy-to-explain model for replication is important, because pervasive computing is expressly targeted at supporting all people and not just computer experts. Second, on a more technical level, two-tier replication avoids system delusion [41]. Delusion occurs when large numbers of replicas reconcile with each other repeatedly in the absence of a master and consequently diverge further and further from each other.

The implementation of our replication service runs in user-space and, as illustrated in Figure 6.1, exploits the environment nesting—through the request/monitor mechanism—to interpose on an application's access to tuple storage. The replicator logs updates in the log environment when in disconnected mode and forwards them to the master when in connected mode. On reconnection of a disconnected device, instead of sending individual updates as remote events, the log is sent to the master in one operation by copying the log environment. Similarly, updates are sent from the master
Figure 6.2: A screenshot of Emcee's user interface. The main window lists the users whose applications run on the device. A popup menu for each user, shown for the user named *robert*, is used to perform most operations, such as running a new application or checkpointing a user's applications. The user menu supports the creation of new users and the fetching of a user's applications from another device.

to the replica by migrating an environment containing such updates.

As illustrated by our replication service, migration can serve as an internal building block for applications and can be used to simplify communications. Furthermore, because environments host both computations and data, migration provides an effective way to move application-specific reconciliation logic to the master: the replicator simply instantiates the necessary components in the log environment before copying it. Finally, our replication service is not limited to using migration internally; rather, the master and its replicas are migratable themselves. Migrating the master is useful when, for example, upgrading the computer the master is running on; migrating a replica is useful when the user is switching devices.

6.1.2 Emcee and Chat

Emcee, whose user interface is shown in Figure 6.2, manages users and their applications. It includes support for creating new users, running applications for a user, and checkpointing all of a user's applications. Emcee also provides the ability to move or copy applications between users, simply by dragging an application's flag icon, as shown in the upper right corner of Figure 6.3 on page 76.
and dropping it onto a user's name in the main window. Finally, it supports moving all of a user's applications between devices and thus helps realize the vision of a computing environment, in which applications follow a user as she moves through the physical world. Applications can either be pushed from the current device to another device, or they can be pulled from another device to the current device. Emcee can manage any one.world application: an application does not need to implement any features specific to Emcee. However, to support drag and drop through the flag icon, an application's developer needs to add three lines of code to the application.

The implementation of Emcee structures the environment hierarchy according to the pattern /User/<user>/<application>. Emcee runs in the /User environment and uses a child environment for each user and a grandchild for each application. Each user's root environment stores that user's preferences, including her password, and application checkpoints. The implementation of most operations is straightforward, since they directly utilize one.world's primitives (as illustrated in Figure 4.9 on page 50). The exception is fetching a user's applications from a remote device. As already discussed in Chapter 5.2, it uses a two-round protocol to authenticate the user to the remote instance of Emcee that is currently hosting the user's applications. After the user has been successfully authenticated, the remote Emcee initiates a migration of the user's environment tree to the requesting device. If the user's location is not specified, the initial remote event for the fetcher protocol is routed through late binding discovery. Otherwise, it is sent directly to the remote device (see Figure 4.8 on page 45).

Chat, whose user interface is shown in Figure 6.3, provides text and audio messaging. It is based on a simple model, under which users send text and audio messages to a channel and subscribe to a channel to see and hear the messages sent to it. The implementation sends all messages through late binding discovery, using TCP-based communications for text messages and UDP-based communications for audio messages. For each subscribed channel, Chat exports an event handler to discovery, which then receives the corresponding messages. Audio can either be streamed from a microphone or from sound tuples stored in an environment. Since music files tend to be large, they are converted into a sequence of audio tuples when they are imported into one.world. Using the tuple IDs as symbolic references, the sequence of audio tuples forms a doubly-linked list. As Chat is streaming audio messages, it traverses this list and reads individual tuples on demand, buffering one second of audio data in memory.
Figure 6.3: A screenshot of Chat’s user interface. The user interface is divided into four panels, which can be independently expanded or collapsed by checking or unchecking the corresponding checkbox. The listen panel shows received text messages and provides volume controls for audio playback. The send message panel lets the user send text messages and the send audio panel lets the user send audio, either from a microphone or from stored audio tuples. Finally, the subscribe panel lets the user select the channels he or she is currently listening to.

Emcee and Chat illustrate the power of migration combined with dynamic composition through discovery and environment nesting. Discovery connects applications in the face of migration. Because Chat uses late binding discovery to route text and audio messages, messages are correctly delivered to all subscribed users even if the users move through the physical world. At the same time, environment nesting makes it possible to easily migrate applications, such as Chat, that have no migration logic of their own. Emcee controls the location of a user’s applications simply by nesting the applications in its environment. Chat does not need its own migration logic and can automatically benefit from future improvements in Emcee’s migration support, such as using smart badges to identify a user’s location instead of requiring the user to explicitly move and fetch appli-
6.1.3 Discussion

The above programs (and the applications presented later on in this chapter) clearly show that our architecture is powerful enough to support a variety of useful programs. Furthermore, our replication service and Emcee, both of which directly help in realizing the vision of ubiquitous access to a person's data and applications, demonstrate that services and utilities can indeed be implemented in user-space. The key feature for enabling user-space services and utilities is one-world's environment hierarchy. Nested environments make it easy to control other programs and, through the request/monitor mechanism, to interpose on their request streams. However, as discussed in Chapter 4.2.2, we had to carefully design the interface for structured I/O to support layering, an effort akin to previous work on stackable file systems [48].

Furthermore, in the course of developing the above programs, we did encounter one relatively minor limitation to one-world's APIs: the performance evaluation of our replication service [44] suggests that the durability guarantees of structured I/O storage can result in too high a overhead for some applications. In particular, immediately forcing each put operation to disk is unnecessary when logging updates in disconnected mode, because all updates are already tentative. We thus designed (but not yet implemented) a simple extension to structured I/O, under which applications can optionally request that the destructive put and delete operations provide only relaxed durability guarantees and are lazily written to disk. Just as with traditional file system interfaces, applications using this option need to explicitly perform a flush operation to force pending updates to disk.

6.2 Complexity

To evaluate the effort involved in writing adaptable applications, we analyzed the process of implementing Emcee and Chat. The general theme for developing Emcee and Chat was that "no application is an island". Consistent with a computing environment where people and devices keep coming and going, applications need to assume that their runtime context changes quite frequently and that external resources are not static. Furthermore, they need to assume that their runtime context may be changed by other applications. These assumptions have a subtle but noticeable effect on the
implementations of Emcee and Chat. Rather than asserting complete control over the environments nested in the User environment, Emcee dynamically scans its children every second and updates the list of users in its main window accordingly. Similarly, it scans a user’s environments before displaying the corresponding popup menu (which is displayed by selecting the “Environments” menu entry shown in Figure 6.2).

For Chat, these assumptions show up throughout the implementation, with Chat verifying that its internal configuration state is consistent with its runtime context. Most importantly, Chat verifies that the user, that is, the parent environment’s name, is still the same after activation, restoration from a checkpoint, and migration. If the user has changed, it updates the user name displayed in its title bar, adjusts default channel subscriptions, and clears its history of text messages. Furthermore, it runs without audio if it cannot initialize the audio subsystem, but retains the corresponding configuration state so that it can resume playback when migrating to a different device. It also silences a channel if the audio tuples have been deleted from their environment. Finally, before processing any event, including text and audio messages, it checks for concurrent termination.

In our experience with Chat and Emcee, programming for change has certainly been tractable. The implementation aspects presented above are important for Emcee’s and Chat’s correct operation, but are not overly complex. Furthermore, programming for change can also simplify an application’s implementation. For example, when Emcee fetches a user’s applications, it needs some way to detect that the user’s applications have arrived on the local device. But, because Emcee already scans its children every second, the arrival will be automatically detected during a scan and no additional mechanism is necessary. To put it differently, the initial effort in implementing an adaptable mechanism—dynamically scanning environments—has more than paid off by simplifying the implementation of an additional application feature—fetching a user’s applications.

To quantify the effort involved in building Emcee and Chat, we tracked the time spent developing the two programs. They were implemented by three developers over a three month period. During that time, we also added new features to one.world’s implementation and debugged and profiled the architecture. Overall, implementing Emcee and Chat took 256 hours; a breakdown of this overall time is shown in Table 6.1. Learning Java APIs is the time spent for learning how to use Java platform APIs, notably the JavaSound API utilized by Chat. User interface is the time spent for implementing Emcee’s and Chat’s GUI. Logic is the time spent for implementing the actual
Table 6.1: Breakdown of development times in hours for Emcee and Chat. The times shown are the result of three developers implementing the two applications over a three month period. The activities are discussed in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Java APIs</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User interface</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>123.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refactoring</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging and profiling</td>
<td>58.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>256.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

application functionality. Refactoring is the time spent for transitioning both applications to newly added one.world support for building GUI-based applications. It does not include the time spent for implementing that support in our architecture, as that code is reusable (and has been reused) by other applications. Finally, debugging and profiling is the time spent for finding and fixing bugs in the two applications and for tuning their performance.

Since Emcee and Chat have 4.231 non-commenting source statements (NCSS), our overall productivity is 16.5 NCSS/hour.\(^1\) As discussed above, one.world is effective at making programming for change tractable. In fact, adding audio messaging, not reacting to changes in the runtime context, represented the biggest challenge during the implementation effort, in part because we first had to learn how to use the JavaSound API. We spent 125 hours for approximately 1750 NCSS, resulting in an approximate productivity of 14 NCSS/hour. If we subtract the time spent learning Java platform APIs (including the JavaSound API), working around bugs in the Java platform, and refactoring our implementation from the total time, our overall productivity increases to 20.4 NCSS/hour, which represents an optimistic estimate of future productivity. Our actual productivity of 16.5 NCSS/hour lies at the lower end of the results reported for considerably smaller and simpler projects [32], but is almost twice as large as the long-term results reported for a commercial company [32]. Based on this, we extrapolate that programming for change does not decrease overall programmer productivity and conclude that it is not significantly harder than more conventional programming styles.

\(^1\)Productivity is traditionally measured in lines of code per hour or LOC/hour. NCSS/hour differs from LOC/hour in that it is more exact and ignores, for example, a brace appearing on a line by itself. As a result, NCSS/hour can be treated as a conservative approximation for LOC/hour
6.3 Performance

To determine whether our implementation performs well enough for real application usage, we measured the scalability of migration and late binding discovery. Migration and discovery are the two services the programs discussed in this chapter rely on the most and, in general, are indispensable for realizing applications that follow people through the physical world. Furthermore, to characterize system and application reactivity, we explored how Chat reacts to changes in its runtime context. Reactivity is especially important for pervasive applications, as they need to continuously adapt to a highly dynamic computing environment. It also marks a clear point of departure from traditional distributed applications such as Microsoft's Outlook, which locks up for minutes when it cannot reach the corresponding Exchange server.

All measurements reported on in this chapter were performed using Dell Dimension 4100 PCs, with Pentium III 800 MHz processors, 256 MB of RAM, and 45 or 60 GB 7,200 RPM Ultra ATA/100 disks. The PCs are connected by a 100 Mb switched Ethernet. We use Sun's HotSpot client virtual machine 1.3.1 running under Windows 2000 and Sleepycat's Berkeley DB 3.2.9.

To quantify the scalability of migration, we conducted a set of micro-benchmarks. For the micro-benchmarks, we use a small application that moves itself across a set of devices in a tight loop. We measure the application circling 25 times around three PCs for each experiment. To test the scalability of migration under different loads, we add an increasing number of tuples carrying 100 bytes of data, tuples carrying 100,000 bytes of data, and copies of our Chat application in separate sets of experiments.

The results show that migration latency increases linearly with the number of stored tuples or copies of Chat. We measure a throughput of 12.6 KB/second for tuples carrying 100 bytes of data, 16.2 KB/second for copies of Chat, and 1.557 KB/second for tuples carrying 100,000 bytes of data. In the best case (tuples carrying 100,000 bytes), migration utilizes 12% of the theoretically available bandwidth and is limited by how fast stored tuples can be moved from one PC to the other. Since moving a stored tuple requires reading the tuple from disk, sending it across the network, writing it to disk, and confirming its arrival, a better performing migration protocol than the one described in Appendix A should optimistically stream tuples and thus overlap the individual steps instead of moving one tuple per protocol round.
Figure 6.4: Discovery server throughput under an increasing number of receivers. Throughput is measured as the number of audio messages leaving the discovery server. The results shown are the average of 30 measurements, with error bars indicating the standard deviation. Each audio message carries 8 KB of audio data.

To quantify the scalability of late binding discovery, we stream audio messages between a varying number of Chat applications. We chose to measure streaming audio, because messages are large (see below) and must be delivered on time, thus exercising our implementation of the discovery service. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the discovery server throughput under an increasing number of receivers for a single sender and an increasing number of senders for a single receiver, respectively. Throughput is measured as audio messages leaving the discovery server, and the results shown are the average of 30 measurements. Each audio message carries 8 KB of uncompressed audio data at CD sampling rate, which corresponds to 10,118 bytes on the wire when forwarding from the sending node to the discovery server and 9,829 bytes when forwarding from the discovery server to the receiving node. The difference in on-the-wire sizes stems largely from the fact that messages forwarded to the discovery server contain the late binding query, while messages forwarded from the discovery server do not. The receivers and senders respectively run on four PCs; we use Emcee’s support for copying applications via drag and drop to spawn new ones.
Figure 6.5: Discovery server throughput under an increasing number of senders. As in Figure 6.4, throughput is measured as the number of audio messages leaving the discovery server. The results shown are the average of 30 measurements, with error bars indicating the standard deviation. Each audio message carries 8 KB of audio data.

When increasing the number of receivers, discovery server throughput increases almost linearly with the number of receivers. However, when increasing the number of senders, discovery server throughput levels off at about 10 senders and slightly degrades thereafter. At 10 senders, the PC running the discovery server becomes CPU bound. While the cost of processing discovery queries remains low, the cost of processing UDP packets and serializing and deserializing audio messages comes to dominate that PC’s performance.

Figure 6.6 illustrates system and application reactivity by showing the audio messages received by Chat as its runtime context changes. As for the discovery server throughput experiments, each audio message carries 8 KB of uncompressed audio data at CD sampling rate. Unlike the migration latency experiments, Chat is managed by Emee and runs within its user’s environment. At point 1, Chat is subscribed to an audio channel and starts receiving audio messages shortly thereafter. At point 2, Chat is moved to a different device and does not receive audio messages for 3.7 seconds while it migrates, reinitializes audio, and re_registers with discovery. After it has been migrated
Figure 6.6: Audio messages received by Chat in a changing runtime environment. Chat is subscribed to an audio channel at point 1. It is then moved to a different node at point 2. The node hosting the discovery server is shut down gracefully at point 3 and forcibly crashed at point 4. The audio channel is unsubscribed at point 5.

and its receiving event handler has been reexported to discovery. It starts receiving audio messages again. The PC running the discovery server is gracefully shut down at point 3. Since one.world proactively calls a discovery server election, the stream of audio messages is not interrupted. By contrast, at point 4, the PC running the discovery server is forcibly crashed. The stream of audio messages is interrupted for 2.3 seconds until a new discovery server is elected and Chat’s receiving event handler is forwarded to the new discovery server. This period is governed by detecting the crashed discovery server, which requires two missed server announcements or 2 seconds. Finally, at point 5, Chat is unsubscribed from the audio channel and stops receiving audio messages shortly thereafter.

Overall, our performance evaluation shows that service interruptions due to migration or forced discovery server elections last only a few seconds, which compares favorably with Microsoft’s Outlook hanging for several minutes. Furthermore, while migration latency generally depends on the number and size of stored tuples, it takes only 7 seconds for an environment storing 8 MB of audio
data, which is fast enough when compared to a person moving through the physical world. Finally, our architecture performs well enough to support several independent streams of uncompressed audio data at CD sampling rate. However, our evaluation also suggests that discovery server scalability is limited. Adding a secondary discovery server, as already suggested in Chapter 5.3, could improve the scalability of our discovery service and would also eliminate service interruption due to forced server elections.

6.4 Utility

To determine utility, we used one.world as the basis for student projects in our course on building distributed and pervasive applications and supported the Labscape project in porting their digital laboratory assistant to our architecture. We now discuss these applications, presenting the course projects first and Labscape second.

6.4.1 Building Distributed and Pervasive Applications

Relatively early in our implementation effort (corresponding to releases 0.1 through 0.4 of our architecture) we conducted an experimental comparison of one.world with other distributed systems technologies by teaching a senior-level capstone design course. The nine students in the class split into two teams that each implemented a distributed application. Each team, in turn, split into two subteams, with one subteam using existing Java-based technologies and the other using one.world. Since both subteams implemented the same application, this experiment lets us compare our architecture with other approaches to building distributed systems. To document the design and implementation process and to compare the different application versions, each team produced a web-based diary, a design report, and a final report. Students also attended weekly meetings with the instructors and gave final presentations about their work. Finally, another researcher, Vibha Sazawal, conducted end-of-term interviews with the students, focusing her questions on software engineering issues. The results reported here are based on the teams' documentation and end-of-term interviews.

The first team developed a music sharing system, which relies on a dynamically configured hierarchy of directory nodes to organize searches. The Java subteam implemented the application
in plain Java, without using additional technologies. Results for the music sharing team are incomplete; students barely completed the implementations, although they did demonstrate working applications. The students' experiences suggest that our architecture's support for queries as part of structured I/O and for asynchronous messaging through REP clearly simplified the implementation on top of one.world. In contrast, the Java subteam had to implement querying and asynchronous messaging from scratch.

The second team developed a universal inbox, which integrates a home network of future smart appliances, such as an intelligent fridge, with email access from outside the network, thus making it possible, for example, to control one's appliances while traveling. The universal inbox lets users access human-readable email, routes control messages to and from appliances, and provides a common data repository for email and appliance configuration state. The goal was to build a reliable application that gracefully reacts to changes in the runtime environment, such as a computer crash. The Java version uses Jini [5] for service configuration and T Spaces [116] for storing repository data.

The students' experiences support our argument from Chapter 2 that extending programming models for single-node applications to distributed systems makes it difficult to build adaptable applications. Jini relies on Java RMI to access remote resources and is designed to simplify the conversion of existing code into Jini services. The Java subteam exploited this and originally implemented individual services, such as the message router or data repository, as stand-alone, single-node applications. Students subsequently "jiniified" the applications and iteratively refined them as network services. While the conversion of an application into a bare-bones Jini service is simple, turning a minimal Jini service into a full-blown Jini service is an arduous process. This refinement process involved repeatedly testing the system to identify potential failure conditions and then adding code to account for such conditions. Students also had to work around the synchronous design of RMI. While Jini includes support for remote events, they are implemented as synchronous invocations through RMI and thus expose services to possibly indefinite delays, for example, because the service receiving an event is buggy and hangs. The completed implementation still reflects the difficulties of the refinement process and has relatively few services, with each of these services representing a single point of failure for all users.

In contrast, it appears that the one.world subteam did not encounter similar difficulties in build-
ing their version. Rather, local tuple storage and late binding seem to have simplified the \textit{one.world} version. More specifically, their implementation avoids a centralized data repository and, by building on local tuple storage, separates each user’s email management into an independently running service. The individual services communicate with each other through late binding discovery, thus masking their current location as well as transient failures. As a result, the implementation running on our architecture is more resilient to failures and more adaptable.

\subsection{Labscape}

We now return to the Labscape digital biology laboratory assistant, which we introduced in Chapter 2.3. Remember that the goal is to seamlessly capture, organize, and present biology processes in order to help biologists perform reproducible experiments. The Labscape application tries to achieve this goal by having an experimental guide follow a researcher from touchscreen to touchscreen as she moves through the laboratory. The constraints are that (1) the Labscape developers are programmers and not system builders, and (2) the resulting application has to be good enough to be used by real biologists every day. In other words, the Labscape application has to be responsive, stable, and robust. The application needs to react quickly to changes in its execution context, and it needs to be continuously available. Furthermore, when a failure occurs, its effects should be localized and it should be easy to recover.

The Labscape team actually created three different implementations of their digital laboratory assistant. The first version centralizes all processing and relies on remote windowing through VNC [93] to display the individual guides on a laboratory’s touchscreens. In the Labscape team’s experience, the first version is neither responsive nor robust. While a different remote windowing system, such as X Windows [82], might have alleviated the performance concerns, it would not have eliminated the central point of failure. Furthermore, the first version’s reliance on remote windowing precludes more advanced features, such as a researcher reviewing her work while commuting homewards and being disconnected from the digital laboratory.

The second version of Labscape uses distributed processing; code and data follow the researchers through the laboratory by migrating from touchscreen to touchscreen. The Labscape team implemented the second version directly in Java, using TCP sockets for communications and their own.
application-specific migration layer to move the guides. In their experience, the second version is neither stable nor robust, thus prompting the Labscape team to port their application to one.world. This third version of Labscape has the same basic structure as the second version. However, it relies on our architecture’s late binding discovery for communications and the migration service for moving guides between touchscreens. The resulting application is responsive, stable, and robust.

The structure of the second and third versions is illustrated in Figure 6.7. The individual application services work as following. The device access service collects experimental data from RFID and barcode scanners and location updates from IR sensors. It converts the data and the updates into the appropriate events and then forwards them to the proximity service, which tracks researchers’ locations. For experimental data, the proximity service determines the researcher that performed the scanning operation and, in turn, forwards the data to the researcher’s guide. For location updates, the proximity service updates its internal data structures and then advises the researcher’s guide to move to the closest touchscreen. The WebDAV service is used to publish experimental data on the World Wide Web. Finally, the state service serves as the final repository for all experimental data, which it receives from the researchers’ guides.

Porting to one.world resulted in three major benefits over the Java version. First, it reduced the development time from nine to four man months. In part, the reduced development time stems from the fact that the Labscape team did not have to redesign their application and could reuse existing code, as our architecture remains neutral on an application’s structuring (as stipulated in Chapter 3). Second, porting simplified code maintenance and improved performance. In the Java version, every major modification of the guide requires corresponding changes in the migration layer. Yet, despite the application-specific migration layer, moving a guide in the Java version is five to ten times slower than in the one.world version. In [6], the Labscape team reports that migration latencies for the one.world version are between 2.5 seconds for moving a guide with no experimental data and 7.1 seconds for moving a guide with 64 samples, representing a large experiment. These results are consistent with our own measurements, as reported above, and are acceptable when compared to a researcher moving through the laboratory—while migration latencies around a minute are not.

Finally, porting considerably improved application uptime and resilience to failures. The Java version has a mean time between failures (MTBF) of 30 minutes, compared to an order of days for the one.world version. The short MTBF of the Java version stems from a lack of appropriate
Figure 6.7: Illustration of Labscape's structure (second and third version). The experimental guides (shown at the bottom) use migration to follow researchers as they move through the laboratory and communicate with a set of application services. The second version is implemented in plain Java and relies on an application-specific migration layer as well as TCP sockets. In contrast, the third version is implemented on top of one.world and uses our architecture's migration service and late binding discovery. The individual application services are explained in the text.
system support as well as from buggy application code. Porting to one.world can eliminate the first cause but not the second cause. At the same time, system support can help with graceful failure recovery. In particular, after a failure of the Java version, the entire digital laboratory has to be restarted. In contrast, by building on late binding discovery instead of direct TCP connections, the one.world version allows for a piecemeal restarting of application services and thus is considerably more resilient in the face of buggy application code.

Once more, the Labscape application illustrates the power of combining one.world's migration with late binding discovery. As programs move from one device to another, they easily communicate with each other by routing events through the discovery service. At the same time, Labscape's use of migration differs from the other programs discussed in this chapter. Unlike the replication service—which uses migration as an internal building block—and Emcee—which controls how other applications are migrated, the guides in Labscape migrate themselves. Given this versatility of migration, we believe it to be a general building block for system services, utilities, and applications alike.

To improve their application's resilience to failures, the Labscape team plans to further exploit one.world's features. In particular, they intend to replicate the proximity service, which currently represents a single point of failure. The corresponding code changes are simple, as they only require changing event delivery from anycast to multicast and ignoring duplicate events in the guides. Furthermore, the Labscape team plans to add support for disconnected operation to the guides. Currently, the guides require that the state service be continuously available, so that they can directly forward updates. Support for disconnected operation can easily be added by logging pending updates in local tuple storage and forwarding them once the state service becomes available again.

Overall, the Labscape application demonstrates that one.world provides a solid platform for building and running real pervasive applications. However, the Labscape team did encounter three limitations of our architecture. First, in the Labscape team's experience, one.world events are harder to program than, for example, Java Swing events. In particular, they would like to write more concise event code and see better support for managing asynchronous interactions (in addition to our operation library). The students implementing the universal inbox for our course on building distributed and pervasive applications also voiced similar concerns. Second, one.world has its own data model based on tuples and its own network communications in the form of REP and discovery.
As a result, it is unnecessarily hard to interact with legacy and web systems. We revisit both issues in more detail in the next chapter.

Finally, due to security constraints enforced by our architecture, the Labscape team had difficulties in reusing existing, third-party Java libraries. More specifically, our architecture prevents applications from accessing Java's `java.lang.System` class and makes select methods, notably `arraycopy()` to copy the contents of arrays and `getSystemProperty()` to access system properties, accessible through its own `one.world.util.SystemUtilities` class. Using a different class to access these methods does not represent a restriction for applications written from scratch: developers simply use a different class name in the source code. However, it does prevent existing Java libraries, which frequently employ these methods, from running on `one.world`. To address this issue, we developed a simple utility that, through binary rewriting, transforms existing libraries and replaces invocations to `System`'s methods with the corresponding `one.world` methods.
Chapter 7

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

As shown in the previous chapter, the user-space programs we and others built provide us with a solid basis for evaluating one world's design and implementation. The process of developing and using these programs also helped us gain a better understanding of the strengths and limitations of our architecture and its implementation. In this chapter, we focus on the resulting insights and identify lessons that are applicable beyond our work as well as opportunities for future research into system support for pervasive applications.

The user-space programs presented in Chapter 6 make extensive use of one world's services and illustrate the power of a design that follows the three requirements of change, ad hoc composition, and pervasive sharing:

**Embrace contextual change.** Event-based notification cleanly exposes change to applications. For example, the Labscape application uses events to expose location changes to a researcher's guide, enabling that guide to move to a close-by touchscreen. Furthermore, Chat relies on events to automatically adjust its configuration when the user owning the application changes.

**Encourage ad hoc composition.** Environment nesting and discovery make it easy to dynamically compose functionality. For example, Emcee relies on environment nesting to control a user's applications, and both our debugger and replication service use the request/monitor mechanism to interpose on an application's request stream. Furthermore, Emcee, Chat, the universal inbox, and the Labscape application all rely on discovery to connect different application instances or services. Moreover, discovery not only simplifies communications in the face of migrating applications—as is the case for Chat—but also increases applications' resilience to failures—as illustrated by Labscape.

**Recognize sharing as a default.** Tuples simplify the capturing and searching of information. For
example, the Labscape application directly encodes experimental data as tuples, and our students' music sharing system directly builds on our query language to locate appropriate songs. Furthermore, the separation of data—in the form of tuples—and functionality—in the form of components, provides considerable flexibility when compared to systems that combine data and functionality in objects. For instance, we can add music to a running Chat application, simply by importing the corresponding files into Chat's environment. Conversely, we can improve existing audio capabilities by instantiating the corresponding components in Chat's environment. Yet, while upgrading the application, we do not need to change stored audio tuples.

Additionally, migration and remote event passing provide powerful primitives that cover the spectrum between collocation and remote interaction. On one side, we rely on migration to make a user's applications available on a close-by device. On the other side, we rely on REP to let applications communicate with each other.

The central role played by environments in our architecture implies, in our opinion, a more general pattern, namely that\textit{nesting is a powerful paradigm for controlling and composing applications}. To reiterate, nesting provides control, as illustrated by Emcee, and nesting can be used to extend applications, as illustrated by our replication service. Nesting thus makes it possible to easily factor important and possibly complex behaviors and provide them as common application building blocks. Furthermore, nesting is attractive because it preserves the relationships between nested environments. For instance, when audio tuples are stored in a child environment of Chat's environment, the environment with audio tuples remains a child, even if Chat's environment is nested in a user's environment and subsequently moved between devices.

While the user-space programs provide ample examples for the power of our architecture, they also helped in identifying several limitations. We discuss the issues raised by our data model in Chapter 7.1, followed by event processing in Chapter 7.2, leases in Chapter 7.3, and structured I/O's unified interface to storage and communications in Chapter 7.4. We then discuss user interfaces in Chapter 7.5 and the interaction between \textit{one.world} and the outside world in Chapter 7.6. We conclude this chapter with an outlook on future research directions in Chapter 7.7.
7.1 Data Model

The biggest limitation of our architecture is that, to access a tuple, a component also needs to have access to the tuple's class. This does not typically pose a problem for applications, which have access to their own classes. However, it does pose a problem for services, such as discovery, that process many different types of data for many different applications. One solution, which we have not yet implemented, uses a generic tuple class, say StaticTuple, to provide access to the fields of different classes of tuples by using the accessor methods shown in Figure 4.1 on page 31. When passing a tuple across protection domains or when sending it across the network, the system tries to locate the tuple's class. If the class can be accessed, the tuple is instantiated in its native format. If the class cannot be accessed, the tuple is instantiated as a StaticTuple. In contrast to the DynamicTuple described in Chapter 4.2, whose fields are dynamically added and removed as well as dynamically typed, a StaticTuple preserves all typing information of a tuple's original class. In particular, it ensures that field values conform with the fields' declared types, and it does not support the dynamic addition/removal of fields. This solution works because services that process many different types of data already use the accessor methods instead of accessing a tuple's fields directly.

A StaticTuple can provide access to a tuple's fields even if the tuple's class cannot be accessed. At the same time, it cannot capture the semantic constraints expressed by the tuple's validate() method or the human-readable representation expressed by the toString() method. As a result, it represents a workable yet incomplete solution. The fundamental problem is that we have taken a single-node programming methodology, namely a programmatic data model, which expresses data schemas in the form of code, and applied it to a distributed system. This suggests that we need to abandon the programmatic data model altogether and instead use a declarative data model, which expresses schemas as data and not as code. With a declarative data model, applications still need to access a data item's schema in order to manipulate the data item. However, since the schemas themselves are data and not code, they are easier to inspect programmatically and not tied to a specific execution platform. As a result, we conclude that declarative data models provide better interoperability than programmatic data models.

We believe that defining an appropriate declarative data model is an important topic for future
research into pervasive computing. The challenge is to define a data model that meets conflicting requirements. On one side, to support the pervasive sharing of information, the data model must be general and supported by a wide range of platforms. One possible starting point is XML Schema [10, 105]. It already defines the data model for SOAP [14], which is the emerging standard for remote communications between web services and used, for example, by Microsoft’s .NET platform [104]. On the other side, the data model must be easy to program and efficient to use. For an XML-based data model, this means avoiding the complexities of a general data access interface, such as DOM [64], and providing a more efficient encoding, perhaps by using a binary encoding [72] or by compressing the data [69]. Ideally, a declarative data model should be as easy to program as field access for tuples in our architecture. Probably, such a data model will specify a generic data container and a provision for automatically mapping data to application-specific objects, comparable to our proposed use of StaticTuple.

While tuples are limited by being based on a programmatic data model, the uniform and ubiquitous use of tuples in our architecture has proven to be very powerful. In particular, it allowed us to gracefully evolve the discovery service and integrate new functionality not found in other discovery systems. The initial design of our discovery service did not include support for reverse lookups (as described in Chapter 4.4). However, while implementing Chat, we needed some means for debugging remote communications through late binding discovery. We considered adding a dedicated interface for debugging discovery, but rejected that option as not general enough. We then converged on reverse lookups as a more flexible technique. Because of our architecture’s uniform use of tuples, integrating reverse lookups with discovery was easy. Since events are tuples, they can be treated just like any other data, and reverse lookups on events can be directly expressed as regular queries. Furthermore, since queries are tuples, we simply added one more option to the export operation. We thus conclude that the uniform use of structured data enables new functionality and helps to gracefully evolve a system.

### 7.2 Event Processing

Asynchronous events provide a good fit for pervasive applications, as they make changes in an application’s execution context explicit. However, event-based programs, unlike thread-based programs,
cannot store relevant state on the stack, thus raising the question of how to maintain the state associated with event exchanges. In our experience, two techniques have proven effective. First, we rely on state objects in event closures to establish relevant context. For example, Emcee already needs to maintain an internal table of user records, listing, among other things, a user’s name and root environment. Emcee includes this user record as the closure for any request sent to an operation (which immediately replaces that closure as described in Chapter 5.2). The code processing responses can then determine the appropriate context based on the closure returned with the response. Second, when performing several related operations, we rely on a worklist that is maintained by the event handler receiving responses, e.g., the continuation event handler in Figure 4.7 on page 41. Upon receiving a response, the continuation removes the next item from the worklist and initiates the corresponding operation if the worklist has more items, or it invokes the appropriate logic if the worklist is empty. For instance, after activation, restoration, or migration. Chat uses such a worklist, with each item on the worklist describing a channel, to export an event handler to discovery for every subscribed channel.

Several event handlers in the programs described in Chapter 6 need to process many different types of events or perform different actions for the same type of event depending on the event’s closure. Their implementation requires large if-then-else blocks that use instanceof tests to dispatch on the type of event or more general tests to dispatch on the value of the closure. The result is that these event handlers are not very modular and are relatively hard to understand, modify, or extend—an issue expressly noted by the Labscape team and the students implementing the universal inbox. This suggests the need for better programming language support to structure event handlers. Alternatives include dynamic dispatch as provided by MultiJava [24] or pattern matching as provided by Standard ML [76].

While we still believe that asynchronous events are an appropriate abstraction for pervasive computing, our experience with event-based programming also suggests that, contrary to [85], asynchronous events are as hard to program as threads. Just like threads, asynchronous events can result in complex interactions between components. For example, a better performing alternative to the migration protocol described in Chapter 5.4 and measured in Chapter 6.3 might optimistically stream tuples rather than waiting for an acknowledgement for each tuple. However, providing flow control for streamed events can easily replicate the full complexity of TCP’s flow control [99]. Furthermore,
just as a system can run out of space for new threads, event queues can run out of space for new events. Finally, asynchronous events are not a panacea and some interactions must be synchronous. For example, timers to detect lost events must be scheduled synchronously because scheduling them asynchronously would use the same mechanism whose failure they are meant to detect.

7.3 Leases

As described in Chapter 4.2 and Chapter 4.4, resource access in our architecture is leased. Leases provide an upper bound on the time resources can be accessed, although leases can still be revoked by one.world's kernel before their expiration, notably when an application is migrated. To make the use of leases practical, we introduced a lease maintainer library early on in our implementation effort. The lease maintainer automatically renews the lease it manages until it is explicitly canceled. While lease maintainers work most of the time, they can still fail, allowing a lease to expire prematurely. For example, when a device is overloaded, lease renewal events may not be delivered on time. Furthermore, when a device, such as a laptop or handheld computer, is hibernating, renewal events cannot be delivered at all. As a result, applications need to be prepared to reacquire local resources, such as their environment's tuple storage, even though the resources are guaranteed to be available. We thus conclude that leases do not work well for controlling local resources. Instead, we prefer a simple bind/release protocol, optionally with callbacks for the forced reclamation of resources, and use leases only for controlling remote resources.

7.4 A Unified Interface to Storage and Communications

As described in Chapter 4.2.2, we took a cue from Unix and carefully designed structured I/O to expose the same basic interface for storage and communications (though, in contrast to tuple spaces, structured I/O storage and networking are distinct services). However, none of the programs we and others built actually use structured I/O networking; they all rely on remote event passing and discovery for network communications. Only REP and discovery themselves employ structured I/O networking to implement their services. We believe that developers favor REP and discovery over structured I/O networking for remote communications because the former are higher-level and more flexible services. As a result, we conclude that we overdesigned structured I/O. We could
have omitted structured I/O networking and instead used a simpler, internal networking layer for implementing REP and discovery. In other words, storage and communications are orthogonal to each other and best implemented by separate services with distinct interfaces.

7.5 User Interface

All GUI-based programs running on top of one.world use Java's Swing toolkit [112] to implement their user interfaces. The integration between Swing's event model and one.world's event model has worked surprisingly well. When an application needs to react to a Swing event, it generates the corresponding one.world event and sends it to the appropriate event handler. Long-lasting operations, such as fetching a user's applications, are broken up into many different one.world events, which are processed by our architecture's thread pools. Swing's event dispatching thread, which executes an application's user interface code, is only used for generating the first one.world event in a sequence of one.world events. As a result, applications in our architecture, unlike other applications using Swing, do not need to spawn separate threads for processing long-lasting operations. In the opposite direction, when an application needs to update the user interface in reaction to a one.world event, it simply schedules the update through Swing's SwingUtilities.invokeLater() facility.

An important limitation of Swing and other, comparable toolkits is that the user interface does not scale across different devices. For example, we successfully used Emcee and Chat on tablet computers but would be hard pressed to also run them on, say, handheld computers. However, an important property of pervasive computing environments is the variety of supported devices (as illustrated in Figure 1.1 on page 1.1). While most of these devices rely on screens—albeit considerably smaller ones than those used with PCs—for output and some pointing device for input, some devices, such as Sony's Aibo robotic dog, employ entirely different forms of input and output, including speech. Consequently, we believe that an important topic for future research into pervasive computing is how to implement scalable user interfaces. One promising approach, which is being explored by the user interface markup language [1] (UIML) and the Mozilla project's XML-based user interface language [19] (XUL), is to define a declarative specification of an application's interface, which is automatically rendered according to a device's input and output capabilities.

An unexpected lesson relating to user interfaces is that GUI-based applications help with the
testing, debugging, and profiling of a system. Once we started using Emcee and Chat, we quickly discovered several bugs in our architecture that we had not encountered before. The two applications also helped us identify several performance bottlenecks in our implementation. We believe that this advantage of GUI-based applications stems from the fact that GUIs encourage users to "play" with applications. As a result, the system is exercised in different and unexpected ways, especially when compared to highly structured regression tests and interaction with a command line shell. Furthermore, it is easier to run many GUI-based applications at the same time and, consequently, to push a system's limits.

### 7.6 Interacting with the Outside World

To provide its functionality, one.world prevents applications from using abstractions not defined by our architecture. By default, applications cannot spawn their own threads, access files, or bind to network sockets. These restrictions are implemented through a Java security policy [39]. As a result, specific applications can be granted access to threads, files, and sockets by modifying a device's security policy. However, because these abstractions are not supported by our architecture, applications are fully responsible for their management, including their proper release when an application is migrated or terminated.

Access to sockets is especially important for applications that need to interact with the outside world, such as Internet services. For example, we have used a modified security policy to let a web server run in our architecture. The web server's implementation is split into a front end and a pluggable back end. The front end manages TCP connections, translates incoming HTTP requests into one.world events, and translates the resulting responses back to HTTP responses. It also translates between MIME data and tuples by relying on the same conversion framework used for translating between files and stored tuples. The default back end provides access to tuples stored in nested environments.

In the opposite direction, it is not currently practical for outside applications to communicate with one.world applications through REP or discovery, especially if the outside applications are not written in Java. Because of our programmatic data model, an outside application would have to reimplement large parts of Java's object serialization, which is unnecessarily complex. How-
ever, to provide ubiquitous information access, pervasive applications must easily interact with each other, independent of the underlying systems platform, as well as with Internet services. After all, the Internet is the most successful distributed system, used by millions of people every day. We believe that moving to a declarative, XML-based data model, as discussed above, and using standardized communication protocols will help in providing better interoperability between pervasive applications, even if they run on different system architectures, and with Internet services. To put it differently, modern distributed systems need to be compatible with Internet protocols first and offer additional capabilities second.

7.7 Outlook

In addition to the work on declarative data models and more modular event handling suggested above, we see two major thrusts for future research into system support for pervasive applications, with the first aimed at creating more advanced system services and the second aimed at changing the way we build pervasive applications.

While one.world's system services meet basic application needs, there are three areas for providing additional system services. First, we need better support for reflecting an application's runtime environment to the application, including an ontology for describing device characteristics, network connectivity, and location. For example, one.world provides only limited information about a device's capabilities (such as speed and memory capacity) and none about the current level of connectivity. Yet, remaining energy for battery operated devices and cost for network connectivity are important factors when deciding, for example, whether to migrate or to communicate. The main challenge here is to develop an appropriate ontology and the corresponding software sensors. The location stack [49] provides an excellent example for how to accomplish this for device and user locations.

Second, we need better support for synchronizing and streaming data between devices. While we have experimented with replication (as described in Chapter 6.1.1), our current implementation is not sufficiently tuned and not fully integrated with other system services. Furthermore, one.world does not provide any support for dynamically transforming data, for example, to reduce a video stream's fidelity when sending it across a low bandwidth cellular link. The main challenge here
is not how to synchronize data or transform streaming video, but rather how to provide a unified framework for both discrete data (such as experimental data or personal contacts) and streaming data (such as audio or video).

Third, we need better support for changing and upgrading an application’s code. *one.world*’s migration can already be used to easily install an application on a new device by simply copying it. However, our architecture does not provide the ability to upgrade applications while they are running. Since many pervasive applications can be expected to be long running, being able to upgrade such applications without disrupting them is an important capability. The main challenge here is to design a mechanism that is automatic, secure, and general enough to also upgrade the system platform itself.

While system support, such as that provided by *one.world*, can simplify the task of developing pervasive applications, developers still need to program all application behaviors by hand. We believe that a higher-level approach is needed to help developers be more effective.

To this end, we turn to the web for inspiration and observe that it uses two related technologies, declarative specifications and scripting, to great effect. For example, web servers typically rely on declarative configuration files that specify how to map a server’s virtual name space to actual resources and how to process and filter content. Similarly, web browsers rely on style sheets to specify the appearance of accessed web pages. In both cases, more advanced behaviors are typically expressed through scripts that are embedded in web pages. As already mentioned, Mozilla’s XUL pushes these two technologies even further and relies on them to express an application’s entire user interface.

Based on our experiences with *one.world*, which suggest that application-specific policies can be directly implemented on top of our architecture’s services, we believe that a similar approach can be applied to the development of pervasive applications. For example, this approach can be used to specify policies for migrating pervasive applications or data integrity constraints for replicated storage. The key insight is that a declarative specification can provide a concise description of a system’s properties, which can then automatically be translated into appropriate actions. This approach thus represents a push towards specifying a system’s goals instead of programming its behaviors. In effect, it treats a pervasive systems platform, such as *one.world*, as the assembly language for implementing complex behaviors. As such, it holds the potential to significantly simplify
the development of complex systems.
Chapter 8

RELATED WORK

one.world incorporates several technologies that have been successfully used by other systems. The main difference is that our architecture integrates these technologies into a simple and comprehensive framework, with the goal of enabling applications to adapt to an ever changing computing environment. Furthermore, where necessary, our architecture does introduce new services. Most importantly, our environment service is unique in that it combines persistent storage and the management of computations into a single, hierarchical structure. Other innovations include our remote event passing and discovery services, which expose an integrated API that covers the spectrum of network communications options, our migration service, which makes migration in the wide area practical, and our operation library, which effectively manages asynchronous interactions. In this chapter, we highlight relevant systems and discuss their differences when compared to one.world. Note that we have already reviewed systems that adapt transparently in Chapter 2.2.

The environment service was inspired by the ambient calculus [20]. Similar to environments, ambients are containers for data, functionality, and other ambients, resulting in a hierarchical structuring. Unlike environments, which are used to implement pervasive applications, ambients are an abstraction in a formal calculus and are used to reason about mobile computations. The MobileSpaces agent system [95] also relies on a hierarchical structuring, where agents can be embedded within other agents. Like environments, MobileSpaces agents are migrated together with all nested agents. Unlike environments, MobileSpaces agents provide only limited isolation (an outer agent can directly access the objects of an inner agent), cannot interpose on the request stream of inner agents (as provided in one.world through the request/monitor mechanism), and do not include persistent storage.

Asynchronous events have been used across a wide spectrum of systems, including networked sensors [50], embedded systems [23], user interfaces [89, 112], and large-scale servers [42, 86, 114]. Out of these systems, one.world’s support for asynchronous events closely mirrors that of DDS [42]
and SEDA [114]. As a result, it took the author of this dissertation a very short time to reimple-
ment SEDA's thread pool controllers in one.world. Our architecture also provides three important
improvements over these two systems. First, in DDS and SEDA, the event passing machinery is
exposed to application developers, and events need to be explicitly enqueued in the appropriate
event queues. In contrast, one.world automates event passing through the use of wrapped event
handlers. Second, DDS and SEDA have no facilities for isolating the different stages, which map
to environments in our architecture, from each other. In contrast, our architecture, by combining
elements from KaffeOS [7] and the J-Kernel [111] while also avoiding those systems' limitations,
does provide isolation between environments. Third, DDS and SEDA lack support for structuring
event-based applications beyond breaking them into stages. While stages represent a significant
advance when compared to prior event-based systems, operations in one.world provide additional
structure for event-based applications and simplify the task of writing asynchronous code.

Odyssey [81] relies on asynchronous notifications to expose contextual change to applications. It
is based on a client/server model, where applications' access to services is mediated by the Odyssey
runtime. Under this model, applications specify allowable fidelity ranges for the services they use.
The runtime, in turn, relies on type-specific components to map these fidelity ranges to actual re-
sources, for example, to select an appropriate resolution for streaming video. When a service cannot
be provided within the requested fidelity range, for example, because of insufficient network band-
width, the Odyssey runtime notifies the application through an upcall, thus allowing the application
to select a different fidelity range. Odyssey's use of asynchronous upcalls for exposing contextual
change is comparable to our architecture's use of events. However, Odyssey has been designed as
a minimal extension to a traditional operating system (NetBSD). As a result, it is far less flexible
in specifying what resources to access (it only supports file names) and in notifying applications of
contextual change (it only supports a single upcall with three simple parameters). Furthermore, it
lacks more advanced services that help applications adapt, such as our architecture's migration and
discovery services. At the same time, Odyssey's framework for mapping fidelity ranges to actual
resources based on a resource's type is complimentary to our own work.

Starting with Linda [21], tuple spaces have been used to coordinate loosely coupled applica-
tions [26, 37, 79, 116]. Departing from the original tuple space model, several of these systems
support more than one global tuple space and may even be extended through application-specific
code, for example, to automatically synchronize a local and a remote tuple space. Our architecture’s use of tuples differs from these systems in that, as discussed in Chapter 4.2.2, structured I/O storage is a separate service from communications—whether through structured I/O networking or through remote event passing and discovery—and more closely resembles a database interface than Linda’s \textit{in}, \textit{out}, and \textit{rd} operations. At the same time, applications that require a traditional tuple space can easily implement such a service on top of remote event passing and structured I/O storage. Linda’s \textit{out} and \textit{rd} operations map directly to structured I/O’s \textit{put} and \textit{read} operations (though, every tuple written through a \textit{put} must have a fresh GUID as its ID). Linda’s \textit{in} operation can be implemented as a transactional \textit{read} and \textit{delete}.

Like tuple spaces, the information bus helps with coordinating loosely coupled services [83]. Unlike tuple spaces, it is based on a publish/subscribe paradigm and does not retain sent messages in storage. While its design is nominally object-based, data exchanged through the bus is self-describing and separate from service objects, comparable to the separation of data—in the form of tuples—and functionality—in the form of components—in \textit{one.world}. The information bus dynamically matches senders and receivers based on so-called subjects. Subjects are hierarchically structured strings, similar to DNS names, and matching supports equality testing as well as wildcards. Messages are published under specific subjects and then delivered to all interested parties. In its ability to deliver messages to receivers based on a property of the message, the information bus resembles our architecture’s reverse discovery lookups. However, the information bus provides only a very limited form of reverse lookup and does not support forward lookups at all. Interestingly, the information bus also includes an option for point-to-point communications (albeit through synchronous remote method invocations), just like our architecture supports both point-to-point communications and the dynamic matching between senders and receivers.

On the surface, Sun’s Jini [5] appears to provide many of the same services as our architecture. However, Jini embodies a fundamentally different approach to building distributed applications: it extends single-node programming methodologies, is strongly object-oriented, and relies on remote method invocations. As a result, Jini requires an overall well-behaved computing environment, and its services are rather limited when compared to the corresponding services in \textit{one.world}. In particular, Jini requires a statically configured discovery server. Moreover, service objects accessible through discovery double as their own descriptors and can only be accessed through early binding
and simple equality queries. Furthermore, Jimi does not provide isolation between applications running on the same device, thus making it impossible to terminate ill-behaved programs without terminating all programs on the device. Likewise, Jimi synchronously sends remote events through Java RMI, thus exposing the sender to arbitrary delays on the receiving side. Finally, Jimi relies on distributed garbage collection [90] (DGC) for controlling objects’ lifetimes. However, the illusion of a global pool of objects provided by DGC is misleading. Objects can still be prematurely reclaimed, for example, when devices are disconnected for a sufficiently long time and DGC’s internal leases expire. DGC also makes it unnecessarily hard to provide migration on top of Jimi. Since DGC controls objects’ lifetimes, a migration service cannot move objects without either proxying every remotely accessible object or being fully integrated with DGC’s implementation.

In addition to Jimi, the intentional naming system [2] (INS), the secure discovery service [25] (SDS), the service location protocol [46] (SLP), and universal plug and play [75] (UPnP) all provide the ability to locate resources by their descriptions. Out of these systems, INS comes the closest to our architecture’s discovery service. Like one.world, INS supports early and late binding as well as anycast and multicast. Furthermore, comparable to the use of discovery server elections in our architecture, INS’ servers automatically form an overlay network to route late binding messages; though, individual servers still need to be manually configured. SDS and SLP both explore how to secure service discovery. Additionally, SDS includes a mechanism for aggregating service descriptions into a global hierarchy of discovery servers. Both efforts are complimentary to our own work. Finally, UPnP is largely targeted at automatically connecting PCs and stand-alone devices, such as printers and displays. As a result, it supports only simple matching queries (comparable to subject matching for the information bus). At the same time, UPnP does include support for event-based notifications when a device’s state changes. The main difference between these services and our own is that one.world integrates discovery with point-to-point communications, resulting in a simple and elegant API that covers the spectrum of remote communications options. Furthermore, our discovery service is the only one to support reverse lookups.

An exhaustive review of previous work on migration is beyond the scope of this dissertation; instead, we refer the reader to Milojčić et al.'s excellent Mobility [77]. For the purposes of this discussion, we focus on three representative, “best-of-breed” systems that cover the most important points in the design space. The three systems are transparent process migration as provided by
Table 8.1: Comparison of representative migration services with *one.world*'s migration service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Sprite</strong></th>
<th><strong>Emerald</strong></th>
<th><strong>Aglets</strong></th>
<th><strong>one.world</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target network</td>
<td>Local network</td>
<td>Local network</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Local and wide area networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution environment</td>
<td>Single instruction set</td>
<td>Multiple instructions sets</td>
<td>Virtual machine</td>
<td>Virtual machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit of migration</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Object (including all “attached” objects)</td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control over migration</td>
<td>Parent process</td>
<td>Any object with reference</td>
<td>Any object with reference, security policy on receiving side</td>
<td>Environment and its parents, both on sending and receiving side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Yes, every machine appears just like the “home” machine</td>
<td>Yes, but location is visible</td>
<td>No, only agent with internal objects is migrated</td>
<td>No, only environment with its contents is migrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution model</td>
<td>Process-based</td>
<td>Thread-based</td>
<td>Thread-based</td>
<td>Event-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migrated execution state</td>
<td>Stack</td>
<td>Stack</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Event queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with storage</td>
<td>Distributed file system</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None, but ability to save agents</td>
<td>Local tuple storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sprite [28], object mobility as provided by Emerald [56, 98], and mobile agents as provided by Aglets [63]. Table 8.1 provides a comparison of these systems with one.world’s migration service.

Probably the most important differentiating factor between Sprite and Emerald on one side and Aglets and one.world on the other side is whether migration is transparent. Both Sprite and Emerald target local networks and, based on the assumption that such networks are well-maintained and experience few failures, seek to provide transparent migration. They thus use forwarding addresses [35] and residual dependencies [91] to hide the effects of location changes (though, location itself is visible in Emerald), which results in considerable system complexity. Sprite’s transparent integration with distributed file storage and Emerald’s transparent support for multiple instruction sets represent additional sources of complexity. In contrast, migration in Aglets and one.world is not transparent. They migrate only an agent or environment, respectively, and can thus avoid most of the complexity of the other systems. However, Aglets’ functionality also is rather limited, as it does not migrate execution state (though, the Telescript mobile agent system [115] does migrate execution state) and does not integrate storage beyond the ability to save agents. one.world differs from Aglets in that it migrates both execution state and persistent data. Furthermore, it differs from all three systems in that the environment hierarchy provides a well-defined and clean model for controlling which environments to move away from a device and which migrating environments to accept on a device.

In [97], Snoeren et al. introduce a different form of migration, which moves the end-point of a TCP connection to a different device (without tearing down the connection). TCP end-point migration is orthogonal and complimentary to the migration services discussed above. At the same time, in our experience with one.world, pervasive applications rarely use point-to-point communications. Instead, they typically communicate through late binding discovery and may additionally use multicast to address several components at the same time. As a result, we believe that TCP end-point migration is not as useful for pervasive applications as the environment migration provided by one.world.

Several other projects are exploring aspects of systems support for pervasive applications. Notably, InConcert, the architectural component of Microsoft’s EasyLiving project [18], provides service composition in a dynamic environment by relying on location-independent names and asynchronous events. Furthermore, iROS, the operating system for Stanford University’s iRoom project [52], features an asynchronous event distribution system, a shared tuple space that not only
stores but also transforms data, and an automatic user interface generation system. An important common theme to these efforts and our own is the need for networked communications that are asynchronous and dynamically match senders with receivers. iROS and one.world also share their reliance on tuples for representing all data, including events. At the same time, we fundamentally differ in our approaches. The EasyLiving and iRoom projects seek to better integrate the applications running in a single, intelligent room. As a result, they reuse existing applications wherever possible and provide only as much system support as strictly necessary. In contrast, one.world has been designed from the ground up to meet the requirements of pervasive applications. Consequently, our architecture is more complete and more powerful, but also requires that applications be written from scratch.

Several efforts, including Globe [109], Globus [34], and Legion [67], explore an object-oriented programming model and infrastructure for wide area computing. They share the important goal of providing a common execution environment that is secure and scales across a global computing infrastructure. However, these systems are targeted at collaborative and scientific applications running on conventional PCs and more powerful computers. As a result, these systems are too heavy-weight and not adaptable enough for pervasive computing environments. Furthermore, as argued in Chapter 2, we believe that their reliance on RPC for remote communications and on objects to encapsulate data and functionality is ill-advised.
Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, we have explored how to build pervasive applications. Pervasive, or ubiquitous, computing presents an attractive vision for the future of distributed computing, where devices are ubiquitous and seamlessly coordinate to help people in accomplishing their tasks. However, existing approaches to building distributed applications are unsuitable for realizing this vision. The problem is that they try to hide distribution and rely on technologies, such as remote procedure call packages, that extend single-node programming methodologies to distributed systems. Applications built on top of these technologies tend to be structured like single-node applications and assume an execution environment where resources are constant and continuously available. As a result, users must explicitly reconfigure their devices and applications every time the execution environment changes, which is tedious at best and antithetical to the vision of pervasive computing at worst.

To better realize the vision of pervasive computing, we have introduced a more suitable approach to building pervasive applications. Under this approach, system support exposes distribution rather than hide it. That way, applications can see contextual change and then adapt to it instead of forcing users to constantly reconfigure their systems. More formally, this dissertation has explored the hypothesis that, by focusing on the unique requirements of pervasive computing, system support lets applications instead of users adapt to change, yet does not place an undue burden on developers. In particular, system support needs to address the following three requirements. First, systems need to embrace contextual change, so that applications can implement their own strategies for handling changes. Second, systems need to encourage ad hoc composition, so that applications can be dynamically connected and extended in an ever changing runtime environment. Third, systems need to recognize sharing as the default, so that applications can make information accessible anywhere and anytime.

We have presented one.world, a system architecture for pervasive computing, that embodies this approach to building pervasive applications. Our architecture builds on four foundation services
that directly address the three requirements. First, a virtual machine provides a uniform execution environment across all devices and supports the ad hoc composition between applications and devices. Second, tuples define a common type system for all applications and simplify the sharing of data. Third, events are used for all communications and make change explicit to applications. Finally, environments host applications, store persistent data, and—through nesting—facilitate the composition of applications and services. On top of these foundation services, our architecture provides a set of system services that address common application needs, including discovery to locate resources across the network and migration to move or copy applications between devices.

We have validated our architecture by supporting the Labscape team in porting their digital biology laboratory assistant to our architecture, by using one.world as the basis for student projects in a senior-level capstone design course, and by developing our own programs—including a replication service, a user and application manager, and a text and audio messaging system. Our experimental evaluation has demonstrated that one.world (1) is sufficiently complete to support additional services, utilities, and applications on top of it, (2) is not significantly harder to program than with conventional programming styles, (3) has acceptable performance, with applications reacting quickly to change, and, most importantly, (4) enables others to successfully build pervasive applications. However, our experimental evaluation has also shown that the scalability of our implementation, notably that of service discovery, is limited, making it suitable only for pervasive computing environments with several dozens of people and devices. Yet, despite these performance concerns, our evaluation has demonstrated that one.world lets developers effectively build applications that adapt to change, thus confirming the hypothesis behind this dissertation.

This dissertation has made the following research contributions. First, we have presented a system architecture for pervasive computing, called one.world, that has been designed from the ground up to address the unique requirements of pervasive computing—embracing change, encouraging composition, and facilitating sharing. Second, we have introduced the environment service, which provides a nestable container for persistent storage and computations alike and thus makes it possible to easily group applications and their data as well as to compose different applications. Third, we have presented an elegant and flexible remote communications API that provides service discovery and point-to-point communications through only three simple operations. Fourth, we have described a migration service that leverages our architecture's environment service to strike a better
balance between the complexity of transparent process migration and the limited utility of most mobile agent systems and that makes migration in the wide area practical. Finally, we have introduced the logic/operation pattern as a new software pattern for structuring asynchronous applications and the corresponding library to simplify application development.

Based on our own and others' experiences with one.world, this dissertation has also identified important lessons, both positive and negative, that are applicable beyond this work. Notably, we have demonstrated that nesting is a powerful paradigm for controlling and composing applications and that the uniform use of structured data enables new functionality and helps to gracefully evolve a system. However, we have also found that—unlike our architecture, which defines its own communication protocols—modern distributed systems need to be compatible with Internet protocols first and offer additional capabilities second. Furthermore, we have found that asynchronous events are as hard to program as threads, that leases do not work well for controlling local resources, and that storage and communications are orthogonal to each other and best implemented by separate services with distinct interfaces.

Finally, this dissertation has suggested directions for future research on pervasive computing. Most importantly, we have identified the significance of declarative specifications both for defining a shared data model and for implementing actual application functionality. The main research challenge in using declarative specifications for defining a shared data model is to meet conflicting requirements. On one side, such a data model must be general and supported by a wide range of computing platforms. On the other side, the data model must also be simple so that it is easy to program and efficient to implement. The main research challenge in using declarative specifications for implementing application functionality is to develop new, declarative programming languages and the corresponding compiler infrastructure to translate such high-level specifications into programs running on a system architecture such as one.world. While these research challenges are considerable, we also believe that any solution has the potential to significantly simplify the development of complex systems. More information on one.world, including a source release, is available at http://one.cs.washington.edu.
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Appendix A

THE MIGRATION PROTOCOL

The implementation of one.world's migration service is centered around the protocol that communicates the migrating environment and its contents, including the execution state and all stored tuples, from the sending to the receiving device. Chapter 5.4 provides an overview over our architecture's migration protocol; this appendix presents the protocol in detail. Remember that the protocol moves or copies an entire environment tree in one, atomic operation and is implemented using our architecture's remote events. It is organized into several rounds, where each event issued by the sender is confirmed by the receiver, thus providing a very simple form of flow control. Both sender and receiver use operations to manage the event interchanges, employing a ChainingClosure as described in Chapter 5.2. The sender's operation connects each request to its response, while the receiver's operation connects each response to the next request. If an event is lost or an error occurs, the protocol and consequently the migration are aborted. The migration protocol is illustrated in Figure A.1; we use the step numbers in the text to refer back to this figure.

After receiving a migration request from an application, the sender prepares for the move or copy operation by queuing all environments to be migrated and captures a checkpoint of their application state (step 1). Note that, on copy operations, the copied environments are assigned freshly generated GUIDs to avoid duplicate identifiers, although the human-readable names remain the same. After capturing the checkpoint, the sender issues the first protocol message, which specifies the name of the migrating environment and the identity of the new parent (step 2). It then sends the metadata for the migrating environment tree (step 5). Next, it reads and sends all stored tuples (steps 8 and 9). Note that, to avoid the performance overhead of serialization, tuples are not deserialized and serialized when being passed between storage and the network. Rather, they are directly forwarded as bytestrings that are contained in BinaryData tuples. Finally, the sender issues the checkpoint (step 12). Once the checkpoint has been confirmed, the migration protocol has successfully completed, and the sender can clean up its internal state (step 15). In particular, it destroys the
Figure A.1: Illustration of one.world's migration protocol. The vertical arrows represent the flow of time. The slanted arrows represent messages. Note that steps 8, 9, 10, and 11 are performed zero or more times, depending on the number of tuples stored in the migrating environment tree.
migrated environment tree on a move operation, which invalidates references from the outside into the migrated environment tree. Furthermore, on a copy operation or if the requesting environment is outside the moved tree, the sender notifies the requesting environment of the successfully completed migration.

When receiving a migration request, the receiver uses the request/monitor mechanism to submit the request to all future ancestral environments, which can either redirect the migrating environment tree or reject it (step 3). Note that, in the current implementation, requests are accepted by default. In contrast, a production system should reject migration requests by default and, for obvious security reasons, only accept properly authenticated environments. Once accepted, the receiver confirms the request to the sender (step 4). After receiving the metadata for the migrating environment tree, the receiver creates the appropriate internal data structures (step 6) and issues a confirmation (step 7). Next, after receiving a tuple, the receiver tentatively stores that tuple (step 10) and confirms that it has received the tuple (step 11). Finally, after receiving the checkpoint, the receiver restores the checkpoint (step 13). Once the checkpoint has been restored, the migration has succeeded. The receiver commits all stored tuples, enqueues notifications of the completed migration, activates the migrated environments, and finally sends confirmation to the sender (step 14), which completes the migration protocol for the receiver.
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